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We certainly hope that Mayor
Ellis is correct in his estimation
and he most certainly is as close
... to. the situation as anyone.
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Not prohibited by the bill
would be such devices owned
by any governmental agency or
allowed under other laws as
well as nonlethal devices
placed to protect a person's
property Or those used to trap
gait*.

First Aid
Course Held
For Drivers

Houston Named
President Of
Sigma Delta Pi

Bob Houston, graduate
student at Murray State
University from Paducah, was
elected president of the Sigma.
Delta Pi national honorary
Spanish society in recent officer
elections.
Houston is presently teaching
Any tax relief at all is at Calloway County High
welcome in these times.
School, and is a part-time
graduate student.
Met the new director of the
Emily Perry, graduate
Murray Vocational School assistant teacher in Spanish at
today. He seems to be a Murray, was elected vicedetermined young man. We told president.
him he had a. tremendinofjJj
_Tarry Lichtanbargi-Podueah,
of development here in Murray. was
elected
secretarytreasurer. Miss Lichtenberg is
Lodge engaged in a graduate-plus
Terrace
_Fern
Retirement Home is now open program in Spanish at Murray
on U.S. 641 North with Mrs. State.
Adas
Purdom
Mona
Lynda Rein, also from
ministrator. She is well Paducah, was named historian.
qualified for this position
She now teaches at the Paducah
Tilghman High School.
Sigma Delta Pi, sponsored by
Dr. John W. Ferguson, chairMagnavox At Leach's
man of the Department of
Magnavox is sold in Murray Romance Languages, is one of
by Leach's Mdic and TV in the seven honor societies on
Dixieland Shopping Center. In campus that are affiliated with
an advertisement Wednesday in the Association of College
the Ledger and Times, Leach's Honor Societies.
Music and TV was left out of one
section of the ad which concerns
the ''Annual Factory Sponsored
Magnavox Sale" which is now
underway. Savings may be
obtained on many Magnavox
models in television sets, AMFM radios, portable radios, etc.
FRANKFORT,Ky. AP - A
The Ledger and Times regrets
new proposal for a severance
this omission.
tax on coal has been introduced
in the General Assembly, callong for a tax of eight cents a
ton with the proceeds to go
largely for paying black lung
benefits
The measure was introduced
Jackson Purchase
as House Bill 282 Thursday . by
Travelers Warning. Cloudy
two Pikeville Democratsand cold with some chance of
Reps. Marrs Allen May and J.
light rain or snow today. Highs
C. Justice, and as Senate Bill
in the mid to upper 308. Mostly
152 by Sen. Kelsey Friend, 0cloudy and cold tonight. Low in
Pikeville, and three colleagues.
the mid to low 20s. Decreasing
The revenue paid by the coal
cloudiness and continued cold
producers under the bills would
Saturday. high in the mid to
go into a new fund out of which
upper 308. Continued cold Satoccupational disease claims
urday..high in the mid to upper
would be paid under the work30s. The outlook for Sunday is
men's compensation laws.
partly cloudy and cold.
Thom claims now are paid
Extended Outlook for Kentucky
HONOR ROLL
Sunday through Tuesday.
Two seniors were inadConsiderable cloudiness Sun- vertently omitted from the
day, A chance of some precipi- listing of students making the
tation Monday and partly
honor roll at Calloway County
cloudy skies Tuesday. It will be High School published in the
cold with lows in the upper Ledger & Times this week.
teens and low 208 and highs in They are Debbie Peal and Katie
the 308 to low 40s.
Kemp.

We checked with County
Judge Robert 0. Miller on the
county end of the hospital bond
issue and he said he would come
up with an estimation as soon as
he could.
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pected for the bill in the Senate, with a great likelihood it
will be approved unchanged.
The House voted on only one
measure in a brief session
Thursday, passing by a 65-7
vote a bill which would outlaw
the criminal possession of destructive devices or booby
traps.
Under 11* 151117--Which now
goes to the Senate, it would be
illegal to have, make or transport such devices with the intent to break a law or while
knowing someone else had that

•
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The Murray City Schools and
Calloway County SchOols gave
the Multi-Media Standard Red
Cross First Aid. Course this
week for their bus drivers. The
multi-media Course- miss films
and practice session's in a different and innovative method, a
_
spokesman said.
141the fall of 1970 a First AO
class was held at Calloway
County High School for the bus
drivers. Since that time other
drivers have joined the staff.
Murray City Schools began
their school bus system in the
fall of 1971. It is under the
direction of Willie Jackson.
Instructors for the First Aid
class this week have been Mrs.
Mary Jane Littleton, Mrs.
Sandra Turnbow and Mrs.
Lucille Ross.
"Our desire is to provide our
children safe transportation tO
and from school on our buses",
said William Mi1ler, Superintendent of Calloway County
Schools, "and the bus driver's
knowledge of First Aid-is an
important factor."
"This class improves the
qualifications of the bus
drivers. We are grateful to
these ladies for giving their
time to teach this class,"
JackSon said.,
Completing the Course this
week were: Mrs. Margaret
Enoth, Hazel._ Mrs. Billie
Shelton, Hazel; Fredrick
Myers, Route 6, Murray; and
James Garrett, Kirksey.

=========
The Weather
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Mayor Overrides Council
Vote By Exercising Veto—

Brazil Trip
DescribedTo Rotary
Dr. Paul R. Corts, an
assistant professor'of speech at
Western Kentucky University,
• Bowling Green, and one of six
young Americans who spent two
months in Brazil last Year under
the Rotary International Exchange Program, was the
principal speaker Thursday at
the weekly meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club.
Illustrating a 25-minute
report on his trip with color
slides, Dr. Corts told the
Rotartans that he and his
the
found
companions
Brazilians to be "gunho for
their country", which in maie.
respects is one of the most
progressive_andmoriemin the
world.
We found the Brazilians to
be people who work a full, 12hour day",be silid.41We did not
find the anti-American feeling
(Continued on Page Tel)

Rescue Squad
Answers Call

Dr. Melvin Henley
Touches Off Issue

Mayor Holmes Ellis
...Exercises Veto

Vocational One Accident
Investigated.
Program Is
Explained
James Lawson, Coordinator
13W-Mutray ,..Vocational
School, has explained to the
sophomores and juniors of
Murray High School the purpose cf vocational education.
The students were oriented to
the course offerings and how the
vocational program would be
coordinated with regular high
school program
The programs outlined were
the following •
1,Aucat4on

Murray City Police., inone
accident
vestigated
Thursday, at the corner of
North 16th and Hamilton.
Cars involved in the accident
were a 1972 Ford, owned and
driven—by- - Wi1hin -- - Brad
Hammock, Route 1, Hickman,
and a 1963 Dodge, owned and
driven,. by-Ered...McClure, 300
•
Woodlavm, Murray.
Police said the McClure car,
traveling north on 16th, had
pulled over to let some children
out of the car, when the Hammock car, following north on
16th, pulled around to pass. The
driver of the McClure car,
unable to see the Hammock car
because of ice and steam on the
car windowns, started to%nake
a left turn on Hamilton.
Damage to the Hammock car
to.therigbilroullencler.and
bumper. Damage to the Mc('lure car was to the left front
fender and bumper. No injuries
were reported.

Mayor Holmes Ellis last night which fronts Chestnut Street'
exercised for the first time his would be rezoned from R-2 to Bpowers of veto after The City 2 Business District. The Council. voted to ignore- 41 Planning Commission voted six-recommendation of the Murray to two against the rezoning and
ring _Xammission and - gave the following reasons to
carry out a rezoning of the the City Council last niglg by
Murray City Park which would letterl__..
‘_._
lead to its possible sale. The
• "L There have not been
council voted seven to five to
major changes of an
overrule the recommendation
economic, physical or
of the Murray Planning Cornsocial nature within this
mission that the Murray City
area which would warrant
Park remain as it is.
this change in zoning.
The Planning Commission
"2. Although the Commet on January 18 and held a
mission is aware of an
public hearing on the possible
realizes the need for adrezoning of the city park. That
ditional recreational areas
part of the City Park under
in the City, it is felt by the
consideration is that part which
Planning Comminion, and
is north of Payne Street.
Two --hundred feet north of-i _this_ Is renames& by. a
statement made by a
Payne, from Eighth to Tenth
the
eV
minebor •
street-iibuld be rezoned froth RiteereadeseV- Casellifee
2 to R-4 and the remainder
wberela KRIPILseemamends that -144144111
areas istr-scatterstilati
than concentrated, illajd
current park facilidei be
retained as at present and
additional area or keas be
economic
as
secured
to
permit
conditions
complement rather than
supplant existing
facilities."

_

The Murray-Calloway County
Rex Alexander._ _Council
Rescue Squad was calla to Ihe
Chairman of the Recreation and
home of the T.G. Curd, Jr.,
Parks Committee said that he
family in the Stella communityOffice
and
-Business
did not agree with,the reasorung
at 5;20 a.m. this morning.
of the Planning Commission
Apparently, some articles of Education
-Appliance Repair
said their reasons for
and
clothing were left too close to a
-Carpentry
denying the rezoning request of
heater,. _starting, a fire, ac=Auto Body Repairthe COulICIT
cording to
Rescue 'Squad
-Auto Mechanics
reports. No damage was
• ;aid
iContinued on Page Tea)
There will be morning
reported to the, house or its
Rex Alesaader
afternoon sessions in three hour
content)!!!
...Did Not Agree
According to Rescue Squad, blocks of time, Lawson said.
High School students will
reports, Curd's son discovered
receive
three credits _toward
smoke
with
filled
bedroom
his
and was unable to determine graduation for the three hours.
Afternoon and evening
the exact location of the fire.
classes
will be provided for
that
reported
Squad
The Rescue
W.D. Kelly has been named to
the fire was a "smoke only" adults in areas that are filled
Board of Directors of the
the
with high school students in the
type fire.
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP) - prevent a regulation from be- Parent Company of the local
day
•
time.
the
Personnel answering
Kentucky Senate passed a coming law.
Federal Savings and I,oan
The text books and supplies The
Dowdy,
Max
alarm were
would establish
that
today
bill
provision,
a
Branch, according to Bruce
contains
bill
The
Jennings, Jim Johnson. Jim used in the classes will be the a subcommittee of the Legisla- however, which would have all Thomas, Vice President and
school
only
high
cost
to
Bob
Dowd.j
Wilkinson, Aaron
tive Research Commission to regulations adopted without ap- MANAGER OF THE Murray
Schumacher, and Robert Hoke. students. The students were review administrative regu- proval of the subcommittee Branch.
asked to fill out an interest
lations.
Kelly, a native of I nn Grove,
placed on the desks of the
inventory and they were asked
Sen. Lacy Smith, D-Louis- House and Senate clerks for is well known here, having
to inform their parents of the
ville, said the 'purpose of the possible action by the next gen- many friends and relatives
opportunities and seek their
was to give the lawmakers eral assembly.
locally. He moved to Hopkinhelp in selecting their future bill
some voice in seeing that the
sville in 1968 to assume the
unanipassed
also
Senate
The
goals.
of legislation passed dur- mously a bill which would ea- position of superintendent of the
Lawson encouraged the intent
the biennial sessions of the tablish in the Department of Christian
School
County
students to talk with their ing
assembly is carried out Education a bureau devoted to system.
general
counselor, principal, or himself.
from the so-called "special cupational driver's licenses to
regulations adopted during long range planning for the
He was chosen to head the
Parents are encouraged to in
fund" and the bulk of such pay- persons whose regular license
the interim.
education of exceptional chil- merged Hopkinsville and
attend these conferences.
ments are made for black lung has been suspended or revoked,
school
Smith said- the bill didn't go dren.
Christian County
benefits.
far enough since an unfavorif recommended by the court lfl
It also approved a bill allow- systems when the two joined
HB283 would allow the state which the driver was charged.
able report by the subcom- ing circuit court clerks to raise last year.
commissioner of labor to re- Anyone using such a license
mittee wouldn't necessarily the salaries of their deputies.
An educator for the past 31
duce the severance tax later if would have to have a -restrictAll three measures now go to years, Kelly is a graduate of
it appears the revenue it pro- ed driver" sign on his windMurray State University and
- the House for concurrence.
duces is more than enough to shield whenever driving. The
The Senate passed, by an 18- the University ofk Kentucky.
meet the claims for occupation- bill was sponsored bj, Rep. WilIn addition to his affiliation
17 vote Thursday, an amendBob Billington explained noal disease payments. The com- liam Kenton, D-Lexington.
ment giving students the right with educational organizations,
fault automobile insurance to
missioner likewise would be
-License speech pathologists members of the Murray
to vote on the governing board he is a member of the Baptist
An open house featuring the
able to raise the tax, up to the and audiologists, submitted by Kiwanis Club Thursday night at
of state colleges and univer- Church and the Lions Club.
the family
statutory maximum of eight Rep. Mae Street Kidd. 1)-Louis- their regular meeting at Mormon concept of
, Kelly is married to the former
sities. ._
January
tonight,
held
28,
be
will
cents a ton, if more revenue ville.
Murray Woman's Clubhouse.
Smith introduced the amend- Violet Rogers of Calloway
at the thine.' Qiimpus Ministry.
were needed.
-Allow jurisdictions in multiment saying it was the one pro- Count' and they have two
Billington explained the
on 15th
A side benefit of the bill county and interstate metro- advantages of some forms of no- The UCM is located
vision most frequently request- children. The Kelleys live -at 302
The
Main.
of
north
just
would be to relieve the pres- politan areas to enter into fault insuranoe aatt•answered Street
ed by student groups with Talbert Drive. in Hopkinsville.
time will be 7:30 p.m.
Re-elected to serve as adsure on the special fund for agreements with other local questions from the audience.
which he had come in contrct.
Missionaries from Louisville
visory board members were Dr.
black lung payments, which governments to create special
"l'otal no-fault insurance
showed
call
roll
There
original
program.
The
with would be unconstitutional, but willfresent the
Ralph H. Woods, W.R. "Bob"
has been a bone of contention police task forces to
will be large picture displays 17 senators voting in favor of Perry, and Ronald W. Churfor non-coal industry firms covsome changes are neectold_ to and a film depicting the Church
the amendment and 17 opposed, chill. Bobby Grogan of Murray
(Continued on Page Ten)
corftworkmen
by
ered
avoid excessive • costs of inChrist of Latter-day in which. case the lieutenant is an Assistant Vice-PrIsident
Jesus
of
pensation. They say they are
surance," he said.
SQUADRON MEMBER
Saint's concept of the family. governor normally would cast of the firm.
assessed equally with the coal
STATE 'PARK,
The missionaries for the the tie-breaking vote.
He cited an Illinois survey:
REID'S
Other hppolntments made at
industry to provide money for
!tett% Officer which said 42 rents out of every Church serve without pay and
"This matter was a cart- the board's annual meeting this
Maine-Navy
the special fund but that the
Kenneth R f)ix, son dollar went to actual cost and 58 are supported by their families paign promise, so get ready to week include the promtion of
coal industry is responsible for Third Class
of Mrs. Eupie Butler of Route 1, cents went to pain. and suf- while on their two-year mission. wrap it up," Lt. Gov. Julian Helen Foley to . Assistant
fund.
the
on
claims
most of the
The open house is free of charge C:arroll told the lawmakers a4 Operations officer; Shirley
Almo, a member of Attack fering.
Other bills introduced Thurshe prepared, to. vote for the Billington as Teller.
Morgan Sisk presided at. the and everyone is invited .and
15, based at the Naval
Squadron
day vionkL
Fist
-amendment.- encouraged to attend.
Cecil
-Meeting.
'Air
Station,
- Allow the state to issue oc/1'
•

New Proposal For Severance
Tax On Coal Is Introduced

•

•

Councilmen Engage In
Heated Discussiin On
Park Zoning Question

Vote•This Morning

"Nobody is more interested in
FRANKFORT, Ky. IAP) —
bringing the Vietnam war to a
The Ford Administration's conswift and just conclusion than gressional
redistricting bill was
President Nixon. By May 1,
approved by the House today
American strength will have on a
75-18 vote.
been reduced by almost oneAs expected, the major oppohalf million troops during the
sition to the measure came
course of the Nixon adfrom represetnatives from
ministration. Casualty figures,
Northern Kentucky and the 6th
which were hitting 300 in the
District, the areas altered most
last. years of the Johnson
-drastically under the plan. The
ministration, are now in single
rest of those voting against the
figures. The dollar cost of the bill were
largely Republicans.
war is less than a third of what
Rep. Arthur Schmidt, R-Cold
it was in 1968. Should we Spring, urged his colleagues to
support the programs of those vote
against HB112 because it
very people who put us so
St_
"clearly
deeply invciived in Vietnam or
can draft . . . (and) is clearly
should we support the only
unconstitutional."
policy that has had any effect in ,
Schmidt said an alternative
getting us out of Vietnam? The
bill he sponsored, HB 117, used
answer should be obvious to us more recent census figures
all."-Rep. C.W. Bill Young of than did HB 112 and the variFlorida, on the House floor.
ation between the largest and
smallest districts was substan,If it had been about three Lally smaller, only 1 per cent.
degrees colder late yesterday
.The variation under HB 112. is
evening, vie: Would have 1.4 per &nt.
received about a foot of snow.
Schmidt and several fellow
northern Kentuckians predicted
us
told
Mayor Holmes Ellis
the bill would be thrown out by
some good news last night at the the courts. Their primary obCouncil meeting. He said that if jection was to the splitting of
the income from the present Kenton and Campbell counties
city hospital tax continues at its and moving 56,000 residents
present high level, the city part there from the 4th to the 6th
of the hospital bond issue would District with Central Kentucky.
apparently be completed by
A similar reception is ex1974. This will be good news to a
lot of city residents who have
been paying not only the county
hospital tax, but also the city
hospital tax.

t loops.

0

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, January 28, 1972

een&Hearct Redistricting Bill
Around
Approved By House
Murray_

INS

Largest Paiii
Circulation
Both In City
And In- County

-

Senate Bill Calls For Review
Of State Administrative Rules

•

Billington Explains
No-Fault Insurance

Mormons To Hold
Open House Tonight

Kelley Named
As Director

•
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Bible Thoughtfor Today
0 Lord our Lord,how excellent is thy name in all the earth!Psalm 8:1.
Not only in all thedtturch--but in all the Creation-are we
- brought to worship. His Name is stamped on all His works.

There are five kinds of books: fiction, nonfiction,
textbooks, travel guides, and the Howard Hughes
nonautobiography.
"Oh. Mit mine adversary had written a book.
—Job XXXI, 35

New Program To Be
Used To Teach ABCs
NEW YORK ( AP) - Five C and Mr. K determine which
little girls need liberation from vowel; belong to them. Say
21 bullying boys, according to a Mrs. Rodriguez, "The whole group of women from Suffolk idea of girls belonging to boys
is what's awful. The girls are
County, Long Island.
The girls represent the vow- never consulted."
Last week, she and four other
els of the alphabet. The boys
are the consonants. And all 26 women discussed their comare caricatured in a program plaints with Dr. Bernard
called Alpha One used in Kauderer, chief executive offiI LIKE PEOPLE
schools throughout the country cer of New Dimensions in Edutii teach first graders their cation, Inc., which produces the
People are funny
program.
ABCs.
l'hey can laugh and do
In an atmosphere he deTo the Suffolk women, the
Create and work hard
program is blatantly sexist, be- scribed as "somewhat hostile,"
cause the girl-vowels are shown Kauderer said he defended his "Get splinters and laugh
Eat candy and feel bad
as weak, weeping creatures Alpha One program on the
Wear a new hat crooked
who must ask the chauvinist basis that it aims at showing
Wear lipstick and a veil
- consonants for protection and cooperation and sharing among
Fallen arches and high heels
all-the letters. But he also
support.
Big toes and little pointed shoes
presents-a. very.poorjen...t-promised that he would look
Scratchy underwear and restraint
age for little Orbs," said ift.--L trito the charges which he says
Don't like it and go to work
.
Lois Rodriguez, a kindergarten involve just one-half of one per
Smile at the boss, Hi there!
teacher-she does not use the, cent of the total Alpha One
400 hp and 30 mph zones
program-and a spokeswoman package.
Write poetry, ean't read it
He said that the kits, 8,000 of
for Suffolk Women's Liberation.
Disposable bottles that aren't
The multimedia package, in- which are now in use are conchiding books, filmstrips and stantly revised and updated, False fingernails and biting
posters, gives each letter a sex and that cutting out the so- Friends talking, good time
Dedication and good work
• and a personality. The letter- called chauvinist consonants
Getting
sleepy in church
could
be
done
"for
than
less
people's interactions with one
Taking dope is fun if
- Alitother in Alpha tand•how
You like missing life
Kauderer also said that after
miss A gets along with Mr. T
the feminist demands became Some folks think that
jir instance-are meant to
children learn word formation *own, the company had re- Where it is is nowhere
- Celved "a good deal of fan People like to fish
gom'real-life situations.
With fish on hooks
Little ones in bucketir-who
say
that
it
la-not-Se:ilia.'
smother in Mika Liind--hrra
.Bironertrt basketr--lie reaa one ietter from a
-Mks A gets along with Mr. T,
Hills, N.Y., female first grade Carp have big bodies
ter instance-are meant to help
And little mouths
children learn word formation, teacher, who maintained: "In Bass have big
bodies
this Orogrant,- irse=titwets:=4he-. from real-life situations.
girls--happen to be the focal And big mouths
What the feminist mothers
point of the program; for with- Mud Cats have little bodies
are protesting are such too-real
out the girls, no word can be And big mouths
situations as the one where Mr.
People should be funny.
formed."

'HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -The
ax-coal miner-turned-actor,
tharles Bronson, returned to
iown a full-fledged European
obvie star and noted that
Hollywood is just another stop
elong the way.
A rugged, taciturn man,
Bronson is starring in his-first
Hollywood picture in six or
peven years.
! Like Clint Eastwood before
aim, Bronson found More
acceptance abroad than he did
id home. He says he isn't bitter
ant the words don't match the
Ixpression on his Slavic face.
Half Russian, half Lithuanian
in national origins, Etronstm is a
, illative of Scooptown, a suburb
Of Johnston, Pa. Scooptown is
oot to be confused with such
Other suburbs as Scarsdale,
Beverly Hills or Bel Air.
It's a tough coal mining town
here all of Bronson's male
latives worked in coal mines.
did Charlie until he was 18.
e gave it up for the easier
cupation of prize fighting.
I Three Pictures a Year
1 "I wouldn't doubt if my lungs
black from coal
st," he said. "Nothing could
ke me go back , to -the
net
.
i
.
iCharlie has been mining the
, vie business with enormous
ccess. He calculates -he's.
Made three pictures a year for
the past sui year, —___-.-

t.ge. stil

The films were made in
England, France, Italy, Spain
and even One in Turkey. All
were dubbed in various languages except one in which Charlie
was playing an American.

"I was accepted as a
supporting actor in Hollywood
and a leading man in Europe,"
he said. "Everyone in the
United Stites is conditioned by
television' or fan magazines.
They grew up with them."
The inference is that Americans are not as bright as
Europeans because they did not
recognize Charlie as a leading
man right off the bat.

By United Press International
Today is Friday, Jan. 28, the
28th day of 1972 with 338 to
follow.
The moon is approaching full
phase,
The morning stars are
1 Mercury
and Jupiter.
The evening stirs are Venus,
Mars and Saturn.
Those born on this date are
under the sign of Aquarius.
Concert pianist Arthur Rubinstein was born Jan. 28, 1889.
on this date in history:
In 1878 the first conunerical
telephone switchboard was put
into operation in New Haven,
Conn. It Verved-Intlbscribers.
In 1915 the U.S. Coast Guard
by
awlalsegesistalabtiloisnl.ed
cmgressims
In 1932 a song sympolizing
the plight of depression-ridden
Americans, "Brother, Can You
sw.as sweeping

NEW YORK (AP)- For the
"What scientists are proving
most part, America's churches
now, the whole world will beand synagogues have stood
lieve in a few decades," he
aloof from the wave of interest
says. He voiced hope the
in the occult and the mystical
church wont-take- the.
that has spread in the
-tiountry.
negative stand toward it that it
"But it is getting too big for
the institutional church to ig- took toward findings of Galileo
nore any longer," says a Meth- and Darwin.
He says paranormal occurodist minister, the Rev. Albert
W. Potts, Jr. of Iowa City, rences parallel Biblical in.cidenta, such as the "clairvoIowa.
yance" shown by Jesus in disIf the church doesn't show
more concern and offer guid:
tanbing
woma
tbe
n'a
Ptasth
t.eawthe
ell,Samari
or telei
#nce in the field, he adds, cer
"then people will decide that kinesis (power of thought to afthey have found one more area fect things), such as Jesus
of their lives in which the changing water into wine at
church is either irrelevant or Cana.
"These are areas right in the
obstructionist."
In 1955 Congress passed a
Evidence of the mystical ten- center of the traditional focus
dency has multiplied recently, of the church, areas of legit'. resolution permitting President
including the growth in Eastern mate reglious concern," he Dwight D. Eisenhower to use
sa
armaed
gains
cults among youth, the chari- says.
fortceisvss
to idbele
fenadtta
Fek
ormoby
If the church continues consmatic "tongues" movement,.
Nantd
healing' seVlees.,-i,e-ligkia,"eorinio
"the awtillg
orld°n
is th
beCO
"fid
rning
' whims:RI:7
Nationalists had been
munities,astrology, even demo- 'Marelitr
Interested in the 'spiritual'," driven.
nology and witchcraft.
A recent book, "New Gods in then others outside the chureh--1-7 A thought for the day:
America," by Peter Rowley, wlfltakeitover1 he says. .
He adds that there are "plen- Dwight D. Eisenhower said,
says adherents to new, unconmina always be the
ventional religions ill- the-coun- ty Of charlatahS...frauds and_
portion of any man who
try have increased in 10 years sects" eager to exploit it.
The church "is uniquely receives acclaim earned in
from 100,000 to 2.5 million.
the
Most of them are odd, esoter- equipped to understand and use blood of his followers and the
psychic phenomena" to glorify sacrifices of his
ic varieties,
friends.".
. aim, he
However,it-Tifn-the-hiCreas- God and the spirtual re
•
but
If
the churell abdiing interest and research in
the Fthi
Cie
fts resPonsibilitY• "then it -many ca-rry coal. oil, iron ore.
psychic phenomena that the
lives
A)
all
ability
to
ilV03711CLa,uttimohilea, cheese, wheat.
Rev. W.Potts sees an area in
which the churches particuarly properly and to protect Its wine and a variety of other
people in regard to that field."... _cargo.
abotdd-be more involved.
It-is "an explosively growing
field," he writes in a Methodist
weekly for pastors, the Advocate, and it deals with occurthru
Doting Parents
ences which are within the BibEthel, hesitant about marrying lical perspective-what have
Tue. 2/8
Fred, decided to put a blunt traditionally been called "mirProg
question to his mother and father. acles."
Info. 753 3314
7:25, 9:45 Nitely
"I love your son," she said,
"To
think
of
it
as
as
a
fad
or
"but I have doubts about his
health. Tell me frankly, is he so much magic, superstition
R fiR1iCf,011
and occult foolishnesss that will
well?"
They assured her that he was soon go -away is to guarantee
.,in perfect health. But, as thm Abet the church will mishandle
well knew, Fred was suffering the problem," he says.
_bolh_tuberculosis and dreg
Several organizations have
_ addiction. Ethel found out the
truth shortly after the marriage, developed that specialize in exval,promptly got an annulment. tra sensory perception and other psychic phenomena, with
1-church-members and others as
isarticaPisstts•
They ipclude the Spiritual
Frontiers Fellowship of Evanston, Ill.; the National Spiritualist Association of Churches,
based in Milwaukee, and the
American Society for Psychical
Research of New York City.
. The
American
Society
recently was awarded $297,000
But she did not stop there. by an Arizona court to conduct
She _followed _utt_with.a _damage_ studies aimed at proving the
suit against Fred's parents. - elistence of the hunoan soul
Grounds: fraud..
lbe-money had been willed for
- At the trial,' .the, parents that purpose by a copper minclaimed they could not be Sie- .er...lames
Kidd, and there was
pected to make unpleasant &a.:ed 1Ateion over who
rinauroa saw.,
0„,,o dig&
Nevertheless, the court held thanThe Rev, Mr. Potts says reliable. The judge said their dethru Tuesday'
ceit was too deliberate *id too _searchers in the psychic field
Prog Info 753-314
important to he excused.
praaantly are demonstrating
This, is an unusual case. But "mysterious forces which operit illustrates that doting parents ate
A SWINGING
under the surface of normal
do not have an unlimited right
WESTERN
to favor their child at someone life" and which emerge in
unexplainable events.
else's
'comparable situation,arises
sepense
wit/it parents are accused not of. Complaint
CADILLAC, Mich. tUPI
Unfairly pushing a marriage Mit
of unfairly breaking one up. For —The West Michigan Tourist
Association is hoping that
example:
Pile:
mother . was sued by "her school officials will do
daughter-in-law for alienation of something about it-before next
her son's affections. It seems Labor Day rolls around.
C94
"
4
‘
"
C eIR n-MS MIE
.
C
.
"C" ANOrCOOL WNW PICROeSowswea
rr MIC&On
that the mother had waged a
The association contends
relentless campaign against the opening the schools before the
marriage, not so much because long Labor Day weekend is
she -loved her son as because she harmful to Michigan's tourist
hated his wife. The court de- business.
It says resort owners
cided this too was outside the lose
a weekend of trade when
parental privilege and ordered
r to y ledw
amdages.
mot
me give schools open early and student
eoti
hem
thecti
employees in the tourist inthe
parelits a considerable amount dustry bee a week's work.
of freedom to speak their mind.
— — — ALL SEATS 50` — —
In another case, a youthful hus- Suicide statistic
band who wait having marital
SAN FRANCISCO IUPII
LAT
.
E SHOW FRI. & SAT. 11:30 P.M.
difficulties went to his father - San Francisco Suicide
for a man-to-man talk. The fa- Prevention, Inc., estimates
All Seats '1.50 ther urged him to get a divorce,
that five times more elderly
arid he did. Over 18 Yrs. OM
Could the father be held liable persons commit suicide in San
by-the divorced wife for aliena- Francisco than - elsewhere in
PIE MADE
tion of affections?" A court said the United States.
PlOWSOYS
he could not, because his interGisogeiltINTO
femme was Within the reasonable limits of a parent's role. As
PLANIOYS!
•
pL.P,
P
one judge Put it;
Color
"Times of stress naturally
A 1110X0Fra WITTIMATX11•A. rICIUAES
ALLEASA ADULTS ONLY
and
potent
child
toped=
bring
for counsel and advice. This, tbe
k•routI,
Vo'logo Slot* Pr,
IMUERNIEREERIBM
law does not -condemn." .
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Isn't It The Truth!

Charles Bronson To
Star
In New Movie
,.

Tha_Masassac

Tosiay

"TEA APO SV*PATNY----
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apzza
Children's Movie Sat. 1 til 3
"SNOW WHITE
and the 3 STOOGES"

Where do I turn
Of whom do I ask
God is Forgiveness
I realize at last
Ashamed was I
to kneel and pray
Lord I beg Forgiveness
Oh hear me today

7

SwEET

Jane Garland
Rt. 2, Kirksey

DEAI
tbouglatlu
In order
doesn't si
just goes

CONI
SPRINGS
everythin

Wha
year CM
WM. Fs
envelops.
Per
seed In

Jobs for vets
DETROIT 4UP11 - A
program set up in mid-July to
find jobs for ithemployed
Vietnam veterans in the
Detroit area resulted in the
hiring of 4,072 men during its
first two months of opetation.
That figure, released by
the Southeast Michigan Jobs
for Veterans Task Force,
represented the number of
velagauts hired by companies
contacted by the teal force
firms
by
and
which
spedifically.
&eked
the
Michigan
Employment
Security Commission for
veterti&s..

0HELP
Ochh
SAVEL

nyumrt
um,
HAVE

RGI

'Village

DINNER-THEATRE

An American Bar Asanciation
publii• service feature by. Will
Bernard.

DELICIOUS DINNERS
BROADWAY PLAYS

(MURRAY AR Open 6:30-Stsrt 7700

I

Friday,Saturday, Sunday

Fading away
SEATTLE, Wash. 1UPII
- The Alaska Steamship
Company, once the major
and cargo service
gerAlaska and the lower
betireen
4$3stake, has sold one of its
tan iwo'altipw to Rickel
Engineering Company of San
Pedro, Calif. The firm ended
its Seattle-Alaska service last
May. Its last vessel, the
Liharof, a Liberty ship, is up

LL

T1-1E. T
Kre

Jon.28,29,30

"Never
Too Late"
to

FAA es 5

Paw 367.4?11for teseratals

CVillage
e
DINNER-THEATRE
Slot* Pork
k.niutI, Dom

EFENIAll BUNCH

.„....stawass BIAS 1'00.031_0i JENIFER BISHOP • LON CHANEY:JR
1,1 01,41.1.
•• 101,
r,,,A.0.0 by DAL IA PPOOlOrnOteS

Goma R

*

Plus 2nd Feature *

MOONLIGHTING MISTRESS"

V.Ilogo

•

•

•

DEA'
I could fi
When rot
to ask,
I wot
0411e3ne
me many

DEAN MARTIN
BRIAN KEITH

'something
big' fooNw

TRUTH

•

DEAI
her, but
tng at yoi
ask her I
her off y,

TONITE

A Prison of Fear
I've built inside
Reaching out for Freedom
Who shall be my guide

Current Movie
Currently he is starring in
"The Mechanic" for United
Artists.
Big litter pl-oject
"I spend ninemonths a year
LANSING,
MICR.
working in Europe," Bronson (UPII - Gov.'William G,
said. "You've got to move Milliken and the Michigan
around and see.new things and United Conservation Clubs
places. I like it."
(MUCCI have urged citizens
to pick up three pieces of litter
The difference between being
each day to help solve the
a star and a journeyman actor?
problem of waste in the state.
-You go to the set and you
The MUCC said if all 9
work no matter what," Bronson
concluded."The only difference million Michigan residents
.is the money. I take pride in the take part in the program. they
'fat4 you can borrow money on woWd Ile picking' up 27the strength of my name to million pieces of litter daily.
The group said a study of
make a picture."
highway trash- showed an
Bronson then 'drive off to
average 2,700 items dropped
lunch in a rented limousine,
along a mile of Michigan
complete with chauffeur:•
,highway.
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Interest
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NOW

al•

-Tom Perkins

Take away the sorrow
From a tormented soul
seeking for Heaven
the Eternal goal.
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Recipe-To Keep
Kids, Happy

a Denise Bailey And Mr.
Charles Leon Beale Are Married
In Ceremony Here On January 4

the Church Women United will
Friday, January 20
An old-fashioned pie supper be held at 9:30 a.m. at the Hale
will be held at Hazel Elemen- Chapel of the First Methodist
Woodall,ar
tary School at six p.m., followed Church.
Mr. and Mrs. William Bailey, Parker and Mia Beth
niece of the bride.
by a country music show at
1636 Main Street, Murray, have
grandaughter
Tuesday, February 1
eight p.m., featuring three local
announced the marriage of The bride is the
Miller of
By Abigail Van Buren
The Murray Calloway County
their youngest daughter, Zana of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
well-known bands.
and
Murray,
meet
Denise to Charles Leon Beale. 319 Woodlawn,
Chili Supper at New Concord Teachers Association will
the late
7
Savings
at
the
p.m.
Federal
at
2
Mr. Beale is the son of Mrs. Mrs. Polly Bailey and
School cafeteria. Serving starts
and Loan
Building. Mrs.
Beale, Dodson Doc Bailey.
Marjorie
6
at
p.m.
and
continues
through
of Mr. Beale
Koska Jones will present theAvenue, Murray, and-the late _Grandparents
ball game.
• e Beale Morgan
.
program.
• Leon Bealf:- r.
-•
Sr.,
Beale,
The marriage ceremony was and the late Leon
at
supper
pie
Old-(ashioned
Lancaster and
performed January 4, at 7 p.m. and Mrs. Carl
Hazel Elementary School. Pies
Lancaster.
by Rev. Willie Johnson, pastor the late Mr.
will be auctioned and purchaser
a
presently
of the Flint Baptist Church. The Mrs. Beale is
will share with maker. Begins
High School
. DEAR ABBY: Here is the situation. A man in his midceremony was performed in the senior at Murray
at 6 p.m.
with
is
employed
-die -sixties ailla a woman in her early sixties have recently
horrie-of Rev. arid Mrs. Johnson. and Mr. Beale
conMonday January 31
married. She was the town's most attractive widow for
The vows were read in the Al K. Parker, masonry
The regular meeting of the
Annual business meeting of
many yeacs. The man's wife had been dead exactly 7
presence of Mr. and Mrs. Al K. tractor.
Alpha Department of the
months to the day he remarried:
Murray Woman's Club was held
I always thought that out of respect to the dear, departed.
at noon on January 22 at the
mate it was customary to wait a full year before remarryclubhouse with Mrs. M. C.
KNOWS BOTH
ing. I would appreciate your opinion.
Christopher presiding.
Gail Rogers, a student at
DEAR KNOWS: How one treats his mate when he tor
Murray State University, talked
she 1 is living is the only meaningful way In which one can
to the group about SPIRO,
show "respect". And waiting one year I or lel isn't going to
which is a spiritial revival that
make one bit of difference. Time is precious. And if two
then.
"The Match- show. You reach people
be held at the university
will
people feel they can find happiness together, who am I to
NEW YORK (AP) - try Wife," and
maker." And she made her You're not.a figment of an auSMALL-FRY FUN - Youngsters can make their own pizzag
count the days since their dear ones have departed? I And
When Ruth Gordon came to talking-film debut in 1939 in thor's brain. You're you. That February 13-16 under the
• tomato snore and grated cheese
_leadership...4 _Richard,
actress
wits are you?!
be
ast-race,Y9sk
„witii-akeliun
New
v-Aise_44neein im-laineite:' 7:30
at
held
be
will
services
The
.
Enthrilling."
New
Brownstone
Cecily
her
ago,
By
many years
After a pause in her film
Let children cut up marshIn "Harold and Maude," each night.
Associated Press Food Editor
gland family wasn't quite horri- career, Miss Gordon returned
DEAR ABBY: A relative of mine, now widowed and in
/mallows, apples, banana. pine- _
v
Department
part
called
-ge"-hooklet
'AFa
fied, but they weren't too happy hrthescreen in the 60s fa her late forties, keeps asking me to get her a date with a
-liruiffor a
appWnd other
either -"Why, that's the same Loved One," • • Inside Daisy Clo- an 80-y ea r-old woman con- to give $50 from the treasury to 'Recipes for Busy Little
certain attractive eligible bachelor she knows I know.
dorf Salad.
Hands" compiled by Doreen
as being a prostitute," she says ver," "Lord Love a Duck," ducting a romance with a. 20- the revival.
I am absolutely positive that this man would have no
Provide children with plastic
one distraught aunt' said. But "Rosemary's Baby" and year-old boy, but she says that
and paper
Mrs, Doris Nance introduced , Craft and emapatiperom nursinterest whatsoever in this woman, but of course I can't tell
hetMrs. James Mowery, Calloway ery school ivt,inclucles a
and tel them pour their own ere s oppa? Trel$MT partrof -the--frinr-thoutc
-HER-that. — •-like
"It's
career
context.
of
a
out
recipe
lifted
after
charming
And now,
nurse, who
Juice
film is the recently-released
County Health
Don't suggest I have a party and ask him to "estort"
RECIPE FOR A HAPPY
that's spanned the stage and "Harold and Maude.•" She also taking a thread from a beautiful spoke to the etub on veneral
her because if I asked him to pick her up and take her home
how
DAY
screen and has included writing wrote the plays, "Years Ago" piece of lace, and saying
disease. She said that in 1943, cup of friendly words
he would consider it a dirty trick.
plays, screen-plays. essays and and "Over 21" and several beautiful - the thread is," she
but
out,
overbearwoman
wiped
this
nearly
it
yotrthat
was
tell
V.D.
I suppose I should
2 heapiptcups of tinderstandintan autobhgraphy, Miss Gor- screenplays in collaboration says firmly. _
- An enjoyable. ing, overdressed, loud and aggressive, but she thinks she:on_ -%••
effidir such a at the present time thespread of 4 heaping teaspons of time and
Andas"%tAint
'a -seems-has -proved the with her Misbanct 'Gerson Ka_cated way to get _
witty, hip, friendly and the life of the party.
patimue
wisdoM of her family's under- rlin. Her autobiographyis "My- romance could really occur - the disease is out of control both
Into the daily Denti is
-.You have to say what man and In the state and in the nation. PinchoLwarm_personality.
So what can I do when she says, "Just introduce me to
standing her when she was self Among Others."
include yogurt. Calcitin) in
30
in
,
that
humor
said
years
older
16
I'm
of
what
Mowery
woman.
Dash
Mrs.
do the rest."
dark
skirt,
plaid
a
in
Dressed
the most important mi.._
STUMPED
instruCtions. .tor....mixing.
/Why, I just couldn't!
In her apartment here, with sweater, her hair polled hack than Garson," she readily ad- per,cent of the cases reported,
trient milk and milk prod..
Add
lly:
.werds-earefu
Measure
MI
40
-Central
20,
of
age
under
viewis
the victim
Its stunning
frp*Ther;face:and tots Or.gokl
ucts provide One cup of
Mist."t'
g.
understandin
of
DEAR STUMPED:
curs
the
film
with
heaping
pleased
She's
'jewelry jangling at her wrists,
per cent are between 20 and 25,
Yogurt provides the same
time
of
amounts
funy
generous
her, but you could bloke them both to an Informal .Eathsrit's
use
"marvelousl
bedause
don didn't mind reminiscing
and 30 per cent are over 25
never
of calcium as an
says
she'll
amount
Gordon
Miss
deem%
be
If
and
front
the
the,
on
meet
Rhea
Cook
wIli
is
She
part
patience.
and
ing at your home.
ny Jack Benny says one
about her first Broadway per- stop
..;.•
eight-ounce cup of m
working. "You know that the funniest he's ever seen in a years of age.
keep temperature
but
burner
ask her out, she'll have had bee chance. And you'll have
formance. "It -was in ,'Peter
The department voted to low' do not boll. Add generous
Yogurt is made from fresh
old thing about greasepaint
ite comments. "As a
her on your back.
Pan,' on December 21, 1915,"
skimmed or partially
being in •.3tour blood," she writer myself. and an actress. I sponsor the poetry contest dash of humor and a pinch of
she says. "I played the part of
skimmed milk enriched
year.
this
again
to
Season
laughs-.
personality.
written
warm
the
be
to
pillow
has
it
know
the
did
I
Nibbs, and
DEAR ABBY: 1 have looked in every etiquette book
uith nonfat dry milk.
served
was
lunch
in
delightful
Serve,
she
A
was
life.
love,
of
says,
first
spice
as
Her
written
with
is
this
first,
and
taste
word
marvelous
dance. It was a
1 could find, and I can't find the answer to this question:
Hostesses
love
in
hour.
fell
noon
"I
but
molds..
the
stage,
movies
at
the
few
individual
very
as
an original,
dance."
When you invite someone to a party, is it proper for them
Besides recipes, for paint,
were: Mrs. J. I. Hosick, Miss
Later she appeared in "Sev- with films too," she admits. are.
AMIS34111*
to ask, "Who else will be there?"
of
all
a writing career Cappie Beale, Mrs. 'John J. plastic art, linger plays and oth"And I peas the thing
House."
Combining
Doll's
"The
enteen."
I would never think of asking such a question when
"Recdo,
ARE k
YOU
er things children, can
-Serena Blandish," -The Coun- crazy things I love now is a talk with her acting hasn't been so Livesay, and Mrs. Harry
goineone invites me to a party, but I have had it put to
ipes for Busy Little.Fingers"
hard. Miss -Gordon says, be- CalSeY•
TO
INVITED
TO
KNOW
WARTS
me Many'times. Is it proper?
contains food recipes: A list of cause she's well organized. "I
. .- and
In
COMO
children
letting
for
suggestions
mornevery
hours
write four
DEAR WANTS: No. When extending an isvnadauMbe
help in kitchen-, work is worth
ing." she relates. -*Then I try to
Browse Around
thoughtful hostess mentions what Mad of party slues having
noting:
come back
I
miles.
three
walk
Our Selection
In order to clue the guests in on what to wear. Mit If she
cook
and
shell
Let children
for tea and if I'm really on
TIFICIAL
FLOWERS
(Owe
ask.
to
impolite
Ws
be
there,
will
else
doesn't say who
peas.
stream I'll write some more."
DRIED FLOWERS
Malte_eopeern in. an electru:.
lust goes and takes his chances.I
"I've
writing'
the
Why
411_
_
VASES
ThF "'Christian- Woinen's popper with a glass top so-chilhad a fantastic life.- she says.
IN
CONFIDENTIAL TO "1110841161 IT 4WIIIIVIN PALM
St.
Chestnut
happening..
First
the
is
of
what
see
can
Fellowship,
dren
-And I guess it's the New EnAPROffalr:;_ Oa vete ea Welt it suer tbeauty. Men kelt
Phone 7534100
me - I Christian Church met In the
out
coming
sander
pocooked
Let children'-dire
everything. Sonsegnies it isn't me eneogia
WE DELIVER
church parlor on Tuesday,
don't want any of it to get lost.
tatoes for' salad *ith blunt
•
silt&
ROOS
18.
David
Brother
January
WIWI your pretties'? -You'll feel better if yea get It off
knives
led the invocation.
Make pizza with •Englisli mufyour Asst. Write to ABBY, Bo: MSC Los Arpin. Cal.
Mrs. R. H. Robbins presided fin halyes, tomato sauce.
NM For a perusal reply sedan stamped. addressed
at the business session in the cheese
envelope.
Dice or mash boiled eggs for
absence of Mrs. Harlon Hodges,
sandwiches
president.
Omicron
Gamma
Per Abers booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wadding."
The
Reports were given by Mrs
seed Bit. Abby. Box erne. Los Angeles. Cal. MIL
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi met
•to••to ow to•to tit tALl IAA•
likaaa
Jones, service chairman,
Clyde
Fain
Linda
at the home of Mrs
fif.•
_ahdAdra._
at seven-o'clock on January-11-,
bership chairman, on the
1972. The meeting was called to
of Christmas
distribution
Carroll.
order by Mrs. Sharon
to shutins.
The opening ritual was repeated baskets
Mrs. Roos, reported on her
by all members present.

cox -A613t-

idower reweds;
should he have waited?

Alpha Department
Meets Jamaly 2?_

Actress Ruth Gordon Says
She Will Never Stop Working

Get calcium

Women's Fellowship
Society Has Meeting

Gamma Omicron
Chaptir Meets
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//THE BeST GRILL MEND A "
NUNGCZY Beia,R gAS."

1301 W. Main

assembly in Louisville.
were given after which plans
Mrs. James 'Boone, program
were discussed to help the
spoke „at "The Church
leader,
the
at
niter priviliged children
Recovers Its Purpose.".
Benton School, for a seryice
project. A program was given
With the return of the ladyby Mrs. Joyce Houston on the
like classics, Kenneth Jay
International Constitution of Lane brings back the imbeta Sigma Phi.
portant button earrings Refreshments were t- hen golden knots with centers of
served by the hostess Mrs. pearl, jade. mist, turquoise
Linda Fain. The meeting was and jet - simple buttons the
then adjourned by all members size of a nickel in an endless
joining hands and repeating the range orcolors.
closing ritual.
Members present were: Mrs
Sharon Carroll, Mrs. Charlotte
Adams, Mrs. Linda Fain, Mrs.
Joyce Houston, Mrs. Charlotte
Lamb,Mrs. Vicki Ragsdale and
Miss Sherrrie Williams.
During the month of
delightful
a
December
Christmas party was held for
the members at the home of
Mrs. Charlotte Lamb Secret
Sisters for the past year were
revealed.
The hostess for the evening
gave an interesting demonstration on decoupage, after
which refreshments were
served. Secret Sisters for the
new year were drawn after the
exchange of gifts.

CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE
. Highway 94 East

NEW OFFICE HOURS ...
Monday-Wednesday-Friday 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Saturday — 9 AM. to 12 Noon
EMERGENCY CARE BY APPOINTMENT
OTHER HOURS
Phone 753-2962

MONEY-SAVER SPECIAL!
Get a HUGE

16 X 20
PORTRAIT

Buyer's guide .
Lamb is produced from
animals less than a I-year
old. -Meat from older sheer
is called yearling mutton or
mutton. If it Is graded
be
these words will
stamped on the meat along
. with the other grade mark.
Chops and legs of yearling
.mutton aPe fairly tender if
they are graded Prime or
Choice. Mutton IT not as
braised
'
tender and must be
or pot-roasted.
With backs bored for
evening come spring. watch for
rhinestones everywhere. On
necklacqs. earrings, bracelets
worn In

LIFE SIZE

Only

$1.95

Plus 50' Handling Charge

ONE DAY ONLY - SUN., JAN. 30th
Come To

HOLIDAY INN

Murray, Ky.

HOURS: 2 to 8 p.m.
Limit One Per Person or Family

No Extra Charge for Groups

SAVE 25! Bring This Ad

Compliments THOMPSON STUDIO
A
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Adolph Rupp Remains Silent
On Retirement Issue At UK

-.mow

FRIDAY-JANUARY 28, 1972

New York-Trades- Tarkenton
Back To Minnesota Vikings

AiI-Star Players
Dislike Tuxedoes

NEW YORK (AP)- "Don't quarterback who, in his llth that he felt Tarkenton is a fine
main unnamed. One explained legendary Phog Allen, once
worry,"
one defensive lineman pro year last season, was Min- quarterback but I think Minthe request clearly:
found himself in a similar posisaid to another after Fran Tar- nesota's No. 3 signal-caller be- nesota gave up too much to get
'If a resolution-to keep Rupp tion. He reached retirement
kenton had eluded them in a hind Gary Cuozzo and Bob Lee, him."
were introduced I'd certainly
-line
-Vince Clements, a rookie
wild behind-the-line
Vikings' General Manager
vote for it. I couldn't vote on
Kansas.
agea the
y ofilL
196tfird
errteC
3 staYchase. "He'll be back in a mo- running back who missed the Jim Finks agreed his teem
But I'd
against
it
of
course.
A year earlier, the Kansas
gWations rtt the J/Wversity
entire_ntiaSon with a knee_
mein."
lotyz-liut4 -don't
just mirin not have to vote °11-116-use
Represenatives —LOUISVILLE,
(
Of Kentucky say yes. A lot of
And so Tarkenton, the quer- jury,
The game will be televised to
think we've destroyed the nuall,"
he
Sid.
that
at
adopted a resolution asking the
Disgruntled by the "black tie 70 major markets nationally on terback who turned the oncefans agree: and a lot don't.
-One of the Vikings' two cleus for our club."
university to retain Allen. He affair" but safe from the Min- a special American
Then, too, the state Legislature
desperate act of scrambling first-round draft picks in TuesTarkenton came off the GeorIt's a touchy issue. Rupp
Basketball
made public statements asking der of Archie Bunker, the Association Network, with
could get into the act.
tip- into a fine art in the National day's NFL draft, of college sen- gia campus as the Vikings' No.
hasn't said-and won't say-if
American Basketball Associ- off at 8:30 p.m.
But the man who perhaps is he wants to stay on. He is, the same.
3 draft choice in 1961, their first
EST. That's a Football League, is, indeed, re- iors, and
After all, he.had recruited a, ation's top stars converged on half-hour later than originally turning from whence he came.
the only person on earth who without a doubt, a fixture not
-Minnesota's second-round year of slay as an NFL exchamberLouisville
today to prepare for planned because,' one official
can answer the question- only at Kentucky, but in all of player named Wilt
The New York Giants, who choice in the 1973 draft.
pansion team. Six seasons later
freshman in 1955, and
Saturday night's 5th Annual said, it Would avoid
Adolph Frederiek.Rupp himself basketball.,a
Tarkenton was delighted with he went to the Giants in exconflict obtained Tarkenton from MinABA
wanted
to
Coach
him'
Oirthe`
All-Star
pine:
just isn't talking about the subfur four valitab, le.slraft,
But, without legislative interin the nesota in 1967, traded him back the.trade..Grim was not.,,,:.
varsity.
Some players came grurn- Family" and
ject.
"We are very happy about picks.
to the Vikings Thursday for a
ference, it seems unlikely that
its
beloved
bigot,
'The basketball season just bling over having to dress for"I've made it4 plain before the university will keep him
raft of present and prospective- going, home to Minnesota .,.
But he had only one winning
Archie Bunker.
and I'm making it plain now after the current year. There is ended was disappointing," Alback home, almost, to where year in New York-the 9-5
Al- mally for tonight's league dintalent,
Gilmore
will
be
joined
in
the
len was quoted as saying. "It ner--a promp and ceremony afthat I won't make any an- a precedent at stake.
In return for their No. 1 guar- we started," Tarkenton said mark in 1970 when the Giants
East starting lineup by Kenwould be the thrill of my life to fair for leagues big-wigs an
nouncement about that until the
terback, who ran and passed from his home in Atlanta.
missed the divisional title by
"We've really,got no reason
tucky's
Dan
Issel
and
New
end a lone coaching ca- fans
f
end of this season," Rupp said not to keep him if he wants to e
wMine to- cough up $15 per York's Barry at forwards, and New York to a five-year, 33-37
Grim, on the other hand, one game-then slumped last
reer...with a truly great team.- ticket.
Friday.
stay," one source said.' "But if
Virginia's Charlie Scott and record including last season's 4- finding himself on the four-time season to perhaps the poorest
The University of Kansas
"Where does a guy 6-foot-8
'Rupp became 70 years old we do, we've got to realize that
New York's - Bill Melchionni at 10 last-place finish in the Na- NFC Central Division champion of his career.
lost September. Urriversity there may be some senile pro- Board-of Regents said no, how-' 'find a tuxedo to fit?" mumbled guards.
tional Conference East, the Gi- one minute and on an also-ran
He completed 226 of 386
rules say retirement is man- fessors here and there who ever. They too didn't want to New York Nets star Barry,
the -next, hinted he might balk passes for 2,567 yards and a
ants acquired:
The
West
will
counter
with
precedent,
of
the
East's
starting
school
forwards.
gatory at the end of the
-Bob Grim the Vikes' All- at the trade.
have 'reached retirement age set a
41.5,s1$ealetiol percenteeein__,
- PM-4W 'vie
"If Artis Gilmore, whollri---set'graa"Zelma Beatli
fear in which you reach tIgir and may want to stay on, too." -finPreretnYentletairtSirt yit
1971
''Who knows at tills time," 1991 but had 21 passes" interretorted
center,
Utah's
Willie
Wise
and
"Wed just be setting a preee_ what. could be called a clis- feet-2, can find a tux," ge
al Indiana's Roger Brown at for- performance was the best of the disgruntled wide receiver cepted while connecting on by
official appointment, but the Wildcats Kentucky Colonels
don't know of an exception
" the uni
said from his parents' home in 11 for -touchdowns.
s Glen Combs his 14-Year career,
already have lost two. South- manager Hike Storen, pee41
lig has been made-though it
t
-No
-Norm Snead, a journeyman lied Bluff, Calif. "But should . Grim, meanwhile, blossomed
For
to
in as marl-eastern Conference games antl-Lpetrator of-the--black
- -DenVer's
-A-L
*Mid be impossible to be cerRaj°ShnPaaa'
a
season as one of the more
Jain," one high university offi- next,sess7n the athIPtie -Ward;--have -not-shown potential for--"then BarrY can find °ne•
wm _daepo_
liack diet* on last-Cfct.
..the
thij! trGaiclents
inateri
cangatiler
out Way potent yeapons in a generally
54.1"w
.
Kmbicky
Jae
Midleney
Intr.probably _the 7aravirsttr--winning-the--SECtxnernes.Ken-',
hope he_has that much class."
.
Mffiliesota atthtlt.
coil seEthenst wi*th Utah's La- been sves.--enreseri--te-frave-"intra-an NB • special ,with
by
r
The man on the street, in a board of trustees as well, would
Pas
The No. 2 draft choice from
"Fnj a little upset about it.
Dell
Anderson
guiding
the
Tennessee
years.
Ernie
F
ord
presence of eight of the ABp's
entitled
brief survey, was somewhat have to bend the regulations.
West.
"The Fabulous Forties." The I'm not happy about leaving a Oregon in 1967 caught 45 passes
Imre than split on the question.
At the same time, Rupp-and top 10 scorers and with superThat is, unless the Legisla,...
.
Gilmore
gives
the
East
music
a
-comedy show was contender. I don't think any for 691 yards and seven touch.
e noted Rupp's contribution., ture were to override the urn- lots of others-have said the rookie Gilmore providing an inedge,
leading
the
preempted.
rebounding
The new air date is two or three players can make downs, then grabbed the NFC's
timidating forte in the pivot, is
the game and said he -ShoulC versity.-The General AssemblY-1
29;mili. tout Months late. - a contender .inst. of, a club,'" only touchdown pass in Iasi
current freshman lPs
league
with
'
18.6
grabs
per
n
'i‘
tile
thevictory
series'at2-2
1(1 retained; others said it was
also could pass a simple resolu- best ever assembled since the favore4
tie by to breakfts
Garea
rne
ab e, Diclar
o Ha
Gr
Grim said of the Giants, adding Sunday's Pro Bowl game,
a game. Offensively, the East's Betty hi
repeating
Une for him to rest froth hia tion merely asking the Univer- baron of basketball became
and
are
starters
haves
combined
averyear ago.
'.
sity to keep "Rupp as coach. Foault here-in-19W
-- age of 140 POInis per game, guest stars.
It is the same' in the state Thathas been done before.
. That team, combined with
with Scott averaging 35 Wel
. _
each averaging--26.0ther-East-in-‘0821-7—T.Wriiri-one4..rine Coach,- the "VartitYhOldefers;'cOnrd -revive-._ .__ ,
Barry 31; Gilmore 23, and
substitutes are guards Mack
cular is lobbying hard for a
days
of
old-when
the Kentucky
Pto
Melchionni 20.
Calvin and Warren Jabali of
lution favoring retention of
the Wildcats won four national
COKE TO
Simpson, a second-year man the Floridians and Louie Damprupp; another is trying just as
titles before anybody got close
from. Michigan__ &ate, is the ier of Kentucky.
Urd.to defeat any such measto that mark.
West's top scorer with an averWest substitutes include forAwe.
But will Adoloh Frederick
age of 29 per game, with Beaty wards Wilbert Jones of Mem. _:. Half-a _dozen _key legislators
Rupp be around to see that? He ;Mire almost unanimous in say- By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS may be the only person who By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS averaging 24, Brown and Wise phis and Art Becker of. Denver
and Try(hit
each 20 and Combs 17.
and Wendell Ladner of Carolina
ing they felt the General AsNBA
Travis Grant paced ninth- knows
EASTERN CONFERENCE
The East has a raft of offen- -- he was a member of the
no
-Fresh
Ky.
Lake
Catfish
State
to
an
84ranked
Kentucky
Pass"
.
1
sem*had busineini in
29,iov
n1
sive-minded subs, including Memphis team when selected
antic 22
Divis
coach
ing legislation in either direc- 73 college basketball victory
-Country Hams and Steaks
W. L. Pct. GA. Pittsburgh's John Brisker and to the star squad; center Mel
tion.
-All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
over Kentucky Wesleyan ThursBoston
34 18 .654 --Carolina's Jim McDaniels,each Daniels of Indiana; and guards
night.
6 a.M.-1010pan.,Tdays a week
The senators and representa- day
29 20$, _ $/
New York
1
2_ averaging 27 points, and Vir- Steve Jones and Donnie Free— Le-GALUblORE —
- fives, too, were-almost unani- -- It was Wesleyan's first loss in
Philadelphia
114, ginia's Julius Erving and Pitts- man of Dallas and Freddie
in
that they re- six straight tries.
moosasking
Buffalo
.271---1844
13 34
burgh's- --George Thompson, Lewis of Indiana.
--In other college basketball
Central Division
The sizeCHICAGO (AP)
action, Georgetown took an 8523 26 .429 -61 victory over Cumberland, of the Chicago Bears' image is Baltimore
Atlanta
19 32 .373 5bound
to
change.
They
have
not
visiting
and Union handed
CaMpbellsville a 93-82 defeat had 300-pound- head foothill -Cleteland - 16 34 .320 - -74iCmcinnati
15 34 ,306
coach before now.
Thursday night.
CONFERENCE
WESTERN
Abe
Gibron,
a
beloved
beheCentre plays at Bellarrnine.
.
Midwest Division
(14
moth, was elevated Thursday
tonight.
.788
Milwaukee
41
11
.10
Kentucky State's Travis by owner George Hales from
/
2
Chicago
" 36 15 .706 41
Grant poured in 26 points and the assistant status he has held
Phoenix
30 22 .577 11
Sam Siebert added ig to dump since 1965 into the head coach\'2"
1/4t.:‘00
Detroit
18 32 .360 22
job.'
Wilnig
Kentucky
Wesleyan.
Mike
.••••
eg*i,
Division
Pacific
•ffm
Gibron, a good mixer on and
hams had a pine-high 27
Angeles 42 7 .857 points for the losers, with Las- off the field with man and mar- Los
31 20 .608 12
tini, replaces Jim Dooley, an- Golden St
Ty Morris adding 19.
22--.577--13/
1
2
-30
,
seattl.
.
4-mari"
Beancrgarrization
othe.
'lt-entiicIty State is now 104;-t/
2
19 33 .365 241
cky wawa=jail&
who was fired after the 1971 - Houston
-12-iir
Georgetown led all the way team Plunged to a closing Pattth-di
Thursday's Results
for an 85-81 victory over Cum- 'string of, nye defeats in a 6-8
Golden State 108, Chicago 107
seaberland. Tom Stewart paced National Football League
_ _ __Only-genie seheduied
....___
the winners with 19 points, and son.'
Friday's Games
Dooley
had
another
year
to !noun antl_19hn Owen
, 'go on a fve-year contract.
11
added 16 each
Baltimore at Cincinnati
Top scorers for Cumberland Gibron signed a multiyear pact
Seattle at Buffalo
and
durefion
unannounced
were Larry Hurt with 19 and of
\
\::•c owe t
-Detroit at Atlinita
--- .
1 kr ST
salary.
Tom Jenson with lg.
Milwaukee at Philadelphia
Hales
gave
When
all
of
DO0'
CumGeorgetown is now 10-6,
„.
leyitassistorits.walking_pepers, chicTign at Phoenix
berland is 12-8.
49,614
Union College's Bill Swafford with the exception of Abe, Gibr- -Houston at Les Angeles
Golden State at Portland
poured in a game-high.424 points on still didn't know he was the
Saturday's Games
guy.
to help smash visiting CampCincinnati at Cleveland, aftHales said he plumbed about
bellsville 93-82.
John McKay led the losing 30Ipplicants-including a Chi- ernoon
Seattle at New York
team with 18 and edged- out cago area priest who was told
Boston at Detroit
Swafford in rebounding by a 17- by Papa Bear that he couldn't
Phoenix
vs. Golden State at
serve
two
masters-before
12 margin,
Main at 7th Stree.t.
Union led from the outset and firmly deciding that the Bears Oakland
Oily games scheduled
had the lead at halftime, 54-27. would not break a 53-year-old
Sunday's Games
record and hire an "outsider".
Mad_e_kohia aLBoston.ofter
- '-The-first time-4--thought Iknew I had the job," said Gibr- noon
Paducah, Ky,
Detroit at Chicago, afternoon
on,
"was Wednesday night. I
You Didet Izadertt An
Milwaukee vs. Baltimore at
was told there would be a news
conference the next day and to College Park, Md., afternoon
ETHAMALLIENT
Buffalo at Cleveland
wear a tie and a suit.'I had
"MORRIS"
been seating it out; I was down , Atlanta at Phoenix
, Portland at Los Angeles
FLOOR LAMP
to under 300 pounds."
Only games scheduled
Gibron, 48, was a former of...Hui Now
fensive captain of the Bears, a
If you let us, we're going to give you....high interest rates, better checking
'Your Children Can
seven-year veteran with the
ABA
plans, forthright advice, extrAUTOnary loans, convenient branch facilities,
Cleveland
Browns
and
PhilaIt's'lamp,it's a cabinet
East Division
free parking, college for your children; we'll help plan your estate and finance
delphia Eagles and line coach
-it's an elegant
W. L. Pct. G.B.
*amide table for your
for the Washington Redskins
your brand new home; we'll be your SautarCians, give you a prettier cdroriteck
home. Ash burl veneer
Kentucky
40 12 .769 from 1959 to 1965.
and
a partridge in a pear tree, if that's what turns you on.
two.door
the
panels on
31 22 .585 9/
1
2
He is as aggressive as a Virginia
cabinet contrast
We're called the Extraordinary Bank for a lot of extraordinanry reasons.
_
36
Agt_
16
26
_New-York
'
-rhincrwith-Trkeen-ftrotbell mind
beautifully with the rich
21 32 .396 191
/
2
Classic Manor finish.
that shined through as the Floridians
The shade le
20 32 .385 20
Bears' offensive line coach Pittsburgh
white shantung. Coma
19 ft .365 21
three seasons before being Carolina
swift today. sr MO.
West Division "
shifted to defensive line coach.
35 18 .660 Gibron is the type who takes Utah
3122 .585 4.
to the practice field with play- Indiana
Ethrptlyilta
25 32 .439 12
ers and knocks heads with Dallas
Denver
21 29 .420 12/
1
2
them.
.
WINTER SALE
22 31 .415 13
-Will he continue mingling Memphis
Reg. Price $219.50
Thursday's Results
with his players?
Carolina 102, Floridians 101
"I'll still buy 'em beer," he
Over !wry
friday MOM
Kentucky 98, Indiana 94
says. "What the hell, we're huSole Price
MURRAY
New York 114, Virginia 112
KY.
man beings. Not a bunch of
Dallas 99, Denver 98
robots." .
Utah 127, Memphis 120
UNITED -HOME FURNISHINGS CO.
Friday's Games
Three Convenient Locations . .
T...
For the Iseonsui year, in gi
No giiMes-eciterhiledrow. ili(: will hese a manuSaturdiy's Games .
Main Branch
South Branch
dav telecast of the 5041-Mile
North Branch
114 North 3rd Sr.
Phone 443-62.57
All-Star Game at Kentucky
this
Indianapolis
race,
auto
Free Ditiivery
500
Main
Convenient Terms
&
Only
game
Story
scheduled
a tiniedn,Ma) 27 at 8 p.m. The
12th & „Chestnut
Your Exclusiye° "Ethan Allen" Dealer
Sunday's.Games
race will have ended late 'hat
No games scheduled _
afternoon.
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)-The
question still remains: Is this
really -the last season for college basketball's winningest
coach, Adolph Rupp?
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DALLAS (AP) — The man
whose talent hunts helped build
the Super Bowl champion Dallas Cowboys says the 1971 graduating college football crop is
the poorest he has seen since
he's been in the business.
Gil Brandt, now a club vice
president, has thoroughly stud- 7
ied the detailed tepees-of Dal
Las' computerized draft system
and come to the conclusion:
"It's the leanest year I've ever
seen."
Brandt says "I hope we can
get just one player out of the
draft Tuesday to help us. There
aren't any lead pipe cinches
Like last year __not many
blue chip players."
"For example, there were
three quarterbacks last year
who were cinches," Brandt explains. "We think the only blue
chips this year are Walt Patulski, Notre Dame defensive
tackle, Bobby Moore, Oregon
running back, John Reaves;
Florida quarterback, and William Buchanan,• -San 'Diego'
State defensive back."
Brandt says the Cowboys still
may come up with a surprise in
the draft but not on the order
aril Calvin MI -or a Duane
Thunas—players--other- clubs
overlooked in the 1969 and 1970
drafts.
'There aren't any undiscovered phenoms out there anymore-because all the,puting
groups are becoming more efficient," Brandt says.
Brandt says, for exanmie,
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other teams are beginniqg to
comb the small black colleges.
"We were probably the Arst
to actively visit the small bleat.
schools," Brandt says. "Remember, we got Jethro Puih
(defensive tackle) and Rayfield
Wright ,(All-Pro offensive
tackle) ii
-anat.
Was
a 10th round choice and Wright
seventh round. Last year
Grambling had two players go
in the first round. It's not our
private preserve anymore although we did get Isaac Thomas from Bishop College last
year. However, we had to take
him in the second round."
Brandt was asked the reason
for the poor quality of the college players now graduating.
Well, I believe the 1.6 grade
point rule is catching up with
some of the kids," Brandt says.
"There is a lot of good raw material that nevers gets to college. The Vietnam draft took
some kids. And there is not as
great an interest in football on
the college level among the young people as there was say
10 years ago. Phis, there are
not as many kids on scholarship. The schools are cutting
down there. There are a number of thing—end they all add
up."
But Brandt is ever the optimist—even though the Cowboys
are drafting last because of
their world championship.
"There's this kid I'd like to
tell you about who could really
be somethinfr="--

-Piikh

Seventh grade cheerleaders
the Murray Middle Scheel are: back row, left to right, Mary Ann
LIttletown, Regina Bumphis, Gay Alexander; Center, Teresa Sonia, Lisa Smith, Donna Keller,
Cheryl Willis; front, Jan Garrison.

Eighth grade cheerleaders for the Murray Middle School are: back row, Linda Ransom, Candy
Walker,Leann Boone: center, Vickie Cunningham,Kim Fox,Karen Allbrltien.Bev Barrnett, Debbie
Emerson.

Who will be next
player-manager?
CHICAGO — Can you picture during the 1957 season and resomebody 24 years old manag-, _ placed, by Harry Craft.
ing a major league baseball Bondreau's playing days ended
team? And at the same time, in 1952.
Four years earlier-,Houdreau
also be playing?
It may never happen again, hit .355 with 18 home tuns and
106 runs batted
and was
but Lou Boudreau was 24 when
he tii-cceeAed Roger Peldh-- named most valuable player in
paugh as manager of the Cleve- the American League, collectland Indians in 1942. Boudreau ing 22 of the 24 first-place votes.
had hit .257 as the Indians' Joe DiMaggio finished second
-shortstop the year before. Man- and Ted -Williams third in thile7
aging did not detract from his balloting.
Boudreau said Williams waa
playing ability. In the summer
of '42, Boudreau hit .283. His the best hitter he has seen. Who
team, however, finished 28 has come the closest to approaching Williams' ability?
games behind the New York
"I didn't see Stan Musial in
Yankees.
Boudreau, ie an • interview, Pus time since I was in the
American League then, but
recalled that the last playing
manager was the St. Louis Car- Hank Aaron, Willie Mays and
dinals' Solly Hemus, but Joe DiMaggio are the greatest
Hemus was not a full-time rght-handed hitters I've seen,.
player. So Boudreau was the They all have great wrists.
Williams. iCtib out----t-Inet-regular who managed, and-7Mr,last year as a full-time fielder) comes the closest to
player and manager was 1949, having the same swing as Ted
when he was 32 and hit .284, So Williams. Billy has quick
it's been 22 yearssince a regu- wrists- — more so than Nays
and Aaron. With the w
lar mana.ged.
y
Will thee 'ever
another
playing manager? "I can't say continue playing six or eight
more zears. If he doesn't get
there won't be. There probably
will be," Boticireau replied. hurt.- Williams is 33.
Boudreau mentioned that
"The ideal position for a playing manager would be catcher, DiMaggio s running ability was
overlooked. "I don't believe in
shortstop or second base."
The former shortstop, who - 14 years I saw him thrown out
had a .295 lifetime average, once. He was a great base runsingled out some possibilities ner. He didn't look like he had
among the . active playing quick.speed — like Phil Rirzuto
ranks:- Maury Willa of Los An-, or Lou Brock — but he had long
geles, Don K•essinger and strides."
Randy Hundley of the 'Chicago
cubs and Joe Torre of St. Louis.
Although Torre is a third
baseman, Boudreau pointed
out: "He's had the experience
Murray AJ BC
of catching. The most difficult
Bowling League
part of the managing job is
Team
6 L
knowing when to change pitch34
Gutters
22
ers. A second baseman, short31
Torpedoes
241 2
stop or a catcher is in the best
31 , 242
Challengers,
position to follow each pitch." Be-bops
29. 26, 2
Head
Pins
. 27, 2
28
Boudreau, who helps broad27 29
Road Runners
Early American cast Cab games. talked about Glory Stompers
26
291
/
2
model 6334
some of the problems a playing
Peacemakers
/
2
24' ,, 311
Mediterranean and
24 32
manager faces. "Nowadays Bowlers 4
Ball Returns
23 33
Contemporary styles too
you get smarter players
High Team Game (SC)
capable of handling the job, but Challengers
530
_
Glory Stompers
497one hardship is keeping the
Gutters
488 _
group together. It's harder to
High Team Game (11C)
do as a player because you
Challengers
734
730
can't associate with the players Glory Stompers
Gutters
721
as closely as if you were a
High Team Serues (SC)
Glory Stompers
1170
teammate. If you're going to be
TAC is a,,complete electronic system-that lets you
Gutters
1412
a playing manager, you have to
1373
Challengers
kick the TV tuning habit by automatiCally keeping
have a great coaching staff.
High Team Series HC(
flesh tones natural and pictures sharp. _No more
Glory Stompers
The staff has to handle more
'2127
2111
things. The staff would have to Gutters
annoying green or purple facesl The Matrix Tuba
1085
Challengers
stop any undercurrent that
gives better contrast, sharpness and more brightHigh Ind Game (SC) "
174
might hurt you."
Rothard Scott
•
ness. The Magna-Power Chassis uses predom171
Does Boudreau think owners -Mel Cunningham
PKillip Adams
165
inantly solid-state components for greater reliwould be reluctant to hire a
High Ind. Game (MC)
ability. AlsoSAVE on Magnavox Color Stereo
219
player-manager"
If one .Mel Cunningham
210
comes along, a general man- Bryan Scott
Theatres, Stereo Consoles and Component
210
Richard Scott
ager or an owner would know
Systems,Radios,Tape Recorders and Mono207
Phinip Adams
it," he replied. "One with all
High Ind. Series (SC)
chrome TV ,during the Annual Sale.
Mel
457
Cunningham
the qualities doesn't come
42?
Rfchard Scott
along that often."
4;1
tarry Evans
.
Boudreau, who has said he
RIO Ind. Series (MC)
60)
could be interested in the Cub Mel Cunningham
57,
Randy Winchesters
managing itsb if it were
553
R?18n Ch4ificey
High Averages
15 years — dine with
144
Larry Evans
Cleveland (1942-50), three with .Pavid
143
Copeland
Boston 11962-54) and three with Garry Evans
143
138
Kansas City 11955-57). He man- Bob Hargrove
137
Phone 753-7575 aged one pennant winner — the Paul-Holland
Dixieland Center
132
Ames
Ala!!
1948 Indians - arid was-fired - Ritilard Scott
132

...on this compact and
beautiful Magnavox COLOR
console value with: Ultrabright and ultra-rectangular
Matrix Picture Tube plus
convenient TOTAL
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Eastern Kentucky and Tennessee Tech, co-leaders in the
young Ohio Valley Conference
basketball race, hook up in
Cookeville Saturday night while
the other teams scramble for
positions in the snug stand rigs.
Eastern Kentucky and the
Golden Eagles both have 3-1
OVC records.
"We hope we can continue to
play as well as we have in
three of our four leagee
games," Tech Coach Connie Inman said.
"The team has done a great
job considering they've been
battling a couple of minor injuries and the flu," he continued. "But Eastern is going to
be some kind of tough game."
Tech's strength is its shooting
balance with four players-Al
Lewis, Rich Stone, Maury
Schwegman and Howard Miller-hitting better than 50 per
cent from the field.
Eastern will counter with flashy guard George Bryant, expected to be recovered from illness.that kept him out of last
Saturday's Middle Tennessee
game and hindered him Monde
night against Western Kentucky.
In other OVC action Saturday, Austin paw/ -is at Western
Kentucky, Murray at Middle
Tennessee and Morehead at
East Tennessee.
Austin Peay and Western
take identical 2-2 worksheets
into their matchup.
Austin Peay lost 94-77 to Tech
Monday night and new coach
Lake Kelly said the Goys have
spent "a lot of time talking
about out ability to get back up
after a loss.
"They say you're supposed to
at least split on the road, and
that's what we did but I wasn't
satisfied with our performance
at Tech."
The Goys beat East Ten-

nessee 80-79 Saturday night in
Johnson City.
• Middle Tennessee, the conference leader a week ago, now is
2-2 while Murray is 1-3 but the
only OVC team to beat Eaitene
The Blue Raiders lost to
Eastern Kentucky and Morehead last weekend on the road
-and coach Jimmy Earle said
"a couple of things that we
should have done would have
been the difference in a win or
loss.
"Chester Brown has been
playing like a real champion,"
he added, referring to the 6foot-10 junior who scored 23
points against Morehead.
*East Tennessee will be 1-3
against Morehead and coming
off its first conference victory,
a 57-53 decision Monday over
Murray.
"We are beginning to look
like a basketball team," Buc

Coach Madison Brooks said.
"We still are making some mw
takes, but we have certairy
played much better in our last
two games.
"We will be facing a strong
team in Morehead, one who can
score with the best of them. We
are going to have to continue to
play good ball and concentrate
on defense."
Opposing teach Bill Harrell
said "East Tennessee has one
of the best home court records
in the conference, and they had
a good effort in Monday night's
win over Murray.
"We need a real strong game
down there to reassure ourselves that we can play championship basketball in spite of
our inexperience."
Europe's busiest vet is the
Rhine More than 220 million
tons of cargo move_on.it each
year.
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Come By or Call For VMS
SERVING THIS AREA SINCE 1886

The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
3rd & Maple

,
Murray, Ky. Phone 753-2411

When you buy a Datsun 1200 Sedan,
you get ci lot rncire than a stripped down
starting point for an option list.
You get a complete car, dressed with
all the trimmings. Datsun doesn't believe
in that old game of charging extra for all
the things that make a car fun to drive and
Agee to own.
There'S only one way to buy a Datsun.
Complete. And at a pilco7Oha znatats the
Datsun-I200 thebest value ful yotal
Drive a Datsun...then decide.

Vinyl
bucket seats.

Power flow
ventilation.

4-speed
fully synchronized .
stick shift.

AUTOMATIC COLOR SYSTEM

Five-main-bearing engine.
0-60 in under 15 seconds,
around 30 miles/gallon.

BOWLING
STANDINGS

NOW $4480°

Full deluxe
wheel covers.
Whitewall tires.

Rubber face
bumper guards
(front and rear).

All these no-cost extras make the
Datsun 1200a great value for

$1976°° *

*DAN

eNali p.,Oar luellng kr. ;won.
.
Ireight and hendlIng Melo, pretn,r,onl

See it now at your Datsun dealer

LASSITERacKINNEY DATSUN
"Open Evenings Til 8:00"
604 So, 12th Street

Phone 753-7114
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Sci4ntists must have scruptesintended-aek-bp-niust resolve understanding of the term. ApBy FATHER LESTER
his doubt before he acts. (The parently they would have a naCopley News Service
factors leading to war today tion submit to the .unjust
Father
Dear
Lester:
agWhen _inpLisial„. she looks like now.
11JFA
A scientist friend was moan- are uitially so complicated Kik gressor as the way to
jet
into
.
"I was part of you once and
ing the other day about re- the private citizen cannot hope But peace is the tranquillity
t;of
Dallas for a two-week
I'll always be, remember me, I
search dollars drying up. He to solve all doubts about the just order. There can be no
engagement she sneaked into
taught you how to find love,"
justice
of
the
war.
Ordinarily
feels that the public thinks of
peace in injustice. Hence, northe airline • hoepitalin room
she crooned .through the
scientists as bogeymen bent on he can resolve them in favor of mally, the community must
with her entourage anci shooed
darkened stage at the Fairthe press out to the lobby.
evil. Naturally he denies the the greater knowledge which stand up to injustice and battle
mont Hotel. The ones who are
They cooled their heels for an
charge
tu
old enough to remember back
andsays that
they his country's administrators the aggressor in order to put
hour while she freshened up
to Benny Goodman days sigh,
should be given what they need should have by reason of their down injustice so there can be
m the flight and "got
office.)
because she DID tooth them
find
but
peace.
---howeiolove, swaying out there
shouldn'taied to make
The aergymen around
The reporters were conon the crowded dance floor
moral judgments on their Memphis, though,seem to have
FOR COKRECT
trebly lpeeved. When they
kissing through. the smoke.
work.
gone beyond mere counseling.
DOM'T DO IT—Tourist nape s are at mart at major airports La tba Far East. They drive wild.ere finally allowed to "enter,
And the ones who are too
cat cabs and make a business of dirertlos trartattre to substandard hotels, rhea collect from you and
Comments?
Their public pledge to help conthe hotel they take you to, best bet is • marked, metered cab or airport ioaeh
ere Miss Lee set under die
young to remember just wish
Ernest
B.
objectors combined
scientious
jelleviiinte lights, perfectly
they could.
with the call for immediate
•
*led ,neatly made up, smiling
Dear Ernest:
DAY OR NIC-44
"I don't really know what
the crooked Cheekily smile.
Scientists are obliged like all withdrawal from Vietnam apmakes a woman sexy," Peggy
• "I'm sorry I made you
Lee said. "Being a sex symbol
men to the laws of morality pears to encourage disobedi;wait," she said in that hotcourtier
doesn't interest me. I'm careful
They cannot, for instance, soak ence to t.fbe community direcbuttered velvet voice. "I
with My clothes. I keep them
Ha
innocent people in ice water un- tive on military service. They
:wanted to look -My best for
simple-4f I tried to dress 10r.e
til lifeless, as Hitler's scientists may have given cause for being
a siren, I'd look foolish. ren
were reputed to have done, in rightfully prosecuted.
"haninio! They loved it, Scandintle.-- you know, and
r
I liV
of
By RUTH l'OLINGHLOGE;
order
to discover the truth
Under the circumstances,
ead her: -Norma Delores
we're pretty .well endowed!
HONOLULU IUD— A
"
441fri.n. tirsqui •
about human reaction to cold. too, the clergymen's call for
m had done it
At al, she s still sexy, with' Hawaii businessman wants
Nor can they, as some seem to peace seems to indicate a poor
e. The blonde bombshell who that great voice, full of American supermarkets to
s_
be doing today, experiment
putlasteel the big bands and
whispers and intimacy; those make room on their shelves for
with living human embryos as
oogie woogie and never- oh-baby blue eyes; the a multi-purpose Oriental
By GUY RYAN
hotels they work on a rotation
though the latter were not hu.nding torch songs is still
Copley News Service
provacative hand gestures, ehe noodle.
system which produces tips fatkinging her way across the crooked eyebrow, crooked
man beings but only little more
Yoshio Yanagisako is ready
both the pickup and delivery
4ountry. She plays to packed
than polliwogs whose lives are
smile,
There are about as many services
to bring the long, thin noodles
tht clubs full of people who
at the service of science. Destravel. experts in ..the world.
-revy was born Norma.... called sainiin, a familiar dish
-Many-ef-the-hetels de not-eel- -if- she's 1IV1
covedring truth is a great good,
there are travelers.
in at Hawaiian luaus and a
'Debris
Egstrom
soap.
or
washcloths
provide
AT good or maybe to see
but it must not be obtained at
Jamestown, N.D. Her mother popular everyday food here, to
Just about everybody who Sometimes., a Maid will
died when she was four and ' people who would like to
goes abroad comes home-- deliberately "forget" to put the price of moral evil. But even if all scientists were
she's "been working since sample some traditional island
dripping with travel tips.
Ahem in your bathroom,- hoping
about then." By the time she fare at little cost.
So, here are some more, for a tip when ycntrill and ask- totally moral in their search for.
Norma decidecA-e-- -"You've got Italian pizza
truth, nevertheless the reee
prepared in cooperation with for„Lthstn,y..vetetn get around
,
.
astlinr_ like crazy in lapse,
giant/411n be a singer
Trans World Airlines''travel This irrittiling situation by sources of the community are—
all
being
sold
tacos
Mexican
'
a
Joh
land
a
landed
She
limited and can finance only 10
advisers - especially for firstnew name I singing at over the U.S. mainland and time travelers on a limited taking your own washcloth and
many projects. .
making
hit
a
big
kosher
meats
soap
with
you.
radioetation WDAY at Fargo,
budget.
They
have
been
sake
Yanagisako
Hawaii,"
Dear Father Lester:
If you go out to splurge at one
N.D.,but also had to-work inet . in
checked out and can save you a
of all faiths, led
Cleellyneell
bakery as a waitress to support ."Why not sell saimin on the
of the etading restaurants,
_
lot
Of
worreeand
money. • - e herself.- At 16 she went to--.--enainlatW?" --- • e -----,
determine whether a service
by
Catholic
Bishop
Carroll T.
When you arrive at your
A Honolulu resident of 1
Hollywood, worked on a few
charge is 'added into the check
Dozier of Memphis, Tenn.;
tables and was a "very shy" Japanese ancestry, Yanagisako destination, change $5 Or 00 before you tip. Usually, 10 to LS
have pledged support to "any
barker for en dellusemern"de ._ is no stranier _to the _Doodle into the local currency lor- per cent ofthe edlis unft
-e-CmTin
young man of draft age who rebusiness.
founded
ae
landed
He
the
a
Joe
tipping
and
taxi
fare
to get you the total.
Finally, she
Also, be sire to make
fuses
to serve in the military
Factory
Noodle
Island
in
into your hotel. You'll find.
_a_ainger at the now-extinct
because he ccinscientiously obHollywood Boulevard night Honolulu 28 year* ago. Hee; official exchange counters in reservations'at the restaurant
of your choice.
jects to war and killing."
spot, the Jade Club. Then been its president ever since
most major airports.
You'll find American-made
came the break to sing for and estimates he has about 75
They will preach peace and
Don't convert large sums into
Benny Goodman-which she Per cent of die local in- the local money. You might toilet articles overseas, but you
call Apr letters to congressmen
turned down at rust, thinking stitutional saimin market have liouble changing it back will pay' more for them than
demanding an immediate end
through hotels, restaurants
it was a gagto the Vietnam war.
into U. S. dollars. And do not do you would at home.
"A lot of good things have end saimin stands.
Do you go along with them?
Stay away from touts on the
happened to me: she says, "I've been thinking about business with street people who
K.H.
"but I'm not quite satisfied bringing saimin to the offer to change your money at street who try to steer you into
exchange
better
rates.
The
shops.
certain
They're
usually
mainland
for
15
Dear
K.
H.:
years."
yet. There are so many things I
-Clergymen should counsel
want to do-paine.write, make Yellagleako said. "but it took money you get may be coun- second-rate places,and the tout
Discounted Items
another movie, be with my this long to get together terfeit. Make it a point to know gets a cut on whatever you buy. people on duty to conscience.
enough money.
the official exchange rate and And in countries where it is
family. Finding the time is th
Duty demands that a person
American Tourister Luggage
- "Durk% that time I've count your money as soon as.. customary, don't -be bashful
problem."
acts not against his conscience.
Illness has forced her to_meelved many letters from the exchange is made.
about bargaining or asking for
* Spode Earthenware
In doubt about the justice of an
le who had moved from
consider retirement several
Take a metered cab or the discounts.
t,2.
times. But she is on the road
* Poppy Trail Pottery
e
ttel missed saimin. We airport coach to your. hotel. A
Ask the hotel for your
touring 30 to 36 weeks a year4 diiiktitens. ifs low priced and it cab is a little faster, but the statement a few hours before
Turn
handles
of
pots
in
* Bryce, Tiffin Crystal
according to her manager, cab be eaten at any meal or in coach is cheaper per person - you check out - maybe the when cooking, especially -if
Brian Panella.
usually a couple of dollars. But night before. This gives you there are small children on the
Popularity ---_.
time to correct any errorathat --battlefront: It's a way tn_axxid_
-..-. Wink has been popVir in If there are two, three be four
scalding accident.
ejtkeent
Linda Adinni
might appear in it.
people
party,
iiivour
it
might
itthikate'earriers were used , the Hawaiian islanes since the
753-2378
teimmicel
let
just
as_e
to
take
a
experintentatly in World War I.- arrival of the Japanese and -tab.
.
-Chinese.
-'
Whatever you do, don't get
Yanagisako's saimin is
packaged in a colorful, plastic into a wildcat unrnetered cab.
It will probably cost you
which contains the already
double.
ed noodles, made from
wheat flower,and an Oriental
In the Far Feast, beware of
soup base, for 25 cents. All the tourist nappers - unhousewife has to do is add
scmpulouscabbies who get you
about 1.1/2 cups of water to into their cab, then tell you that
- the me/tidies
- ind-hiMa aria bring
your hotel has no rooms
it to a bolt_
-available.
•
The Tennessee Valley Authoritroffers-for -sale airaet
Island
youngsters-They'll tout you onto another
standing, selectively marked hardwood timber containing
frequently eat saimin as a hotel and
if you go along- vrith
- an estimated 132;732 beard feet. The timber is 10Cated in
sairn stands are
snack,
Land Between the Lakes in Stewart County, Tennessee,
popular carnival attractions, It their pitch, you'll wurl up in a
hotel -and- the cab
can be served as soup entree, .third-rate
•
approximately six miles west of Dover, Tennessee.
_aka a imibi mune by nikini
dri;var will get a kickback from.
with beef, pork, vegetab es, the hotel for delivering you
Sealed bids will be received by the Forest Management
-- mushrooms or. shrimpa,- as a there. These wildcatters might
Section, Land Between the Lakes, lennessee Valley
snack or even for breakfast. tell you anything - that your
Authority, Golden Pond, Kentucky, until 10 a.m., Central
"Saimin is as filling as you
hotel has closed since you Made
Standard Time, February 8, 1972.
want it to be," Yanagisako
your reservations, or that it
Branch of The Bank of Murray
said. "Eating it plain won't fill
burned down last night.
Parties interested in inspecting the aforementioned timber
you up much and it's not
Confirmyota hotel rate when
should contact the above office. Office hours are 7:00 am.
fattening. But mini:time it with
you check in and find out if the
es.•
your favorite meat, and you
to 3:45 p.m., Monday through Friday. Bid forms and
tariff covers service charges
have a complete meal."
detailed information may be obtained from the forester in
(it usually does in European
Yanagisako
believes saimin
charge, Land Between the Lakes, Golden Pond, Kentucky,'
particularly
hotels), taxes and continental
should be
'telephone number 502-924-5602.
breakfast. The concierge in
ling
to
housewives
on
dge because a lot can be
yotr hotel is the Man to see for
bou
kntow
an
jwust
antato
na ourt
done with it at little cost. The
Ythin
. Lean oynouh
But
exotic touch it adds to any
tip him upon departure if he
meal would make it appealing
among all economic brackets, has taken good care of you.
l'ariagisako.said.
If you hotel rate does inYanagisako has set up a
elude a service charge, you
saimin manufacturing plant in
don't have to cross every palm
Las Vegas, Nev., and he has
in the place with cash when you
reached sn agreement with a
check out. But, if some
Los Angeles firm for nationat
members of the staff went out
distribution.
--•
He plans demonstrations in , of their way to provide extra
supermarkets to introduce -services, it's nice to remember t
U.S.: mainlanders to the
them.
delights of saimin. The
If you send a suit out for
demonstrators, clad
in
cleaning and pressing, it is not
muumuus, the long, colorful.
necessary to tip -the -bellboy
flowing dresses worn in the
who picks it eel and then the one
islands, will give out samples
Who brings it back. In most
of. the cooked noodles and
Inshvot questions about ita
thefts
preparation.
EW YORK (UPI) •
Worm warning
More than 0100 million worth
-CHICAGO (UPI) - of goods, ranging from bedladies- sheets to medical instruments,
Fish erm en-en d
ought to know that the Food
is stolen every year from
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
and Drug Administration
hospitals in the United States,
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
says a security expert.
vaudoise on the use of electrical
buy stock in PCA. That *se, they tell us
probes used to force worms
Most hospital losses are
what to do.,They decide who ie neatly going
from the ground.
inside jobs, Eugene Fuse,
operation.
14b. Mel our
The probes., connected to
Honeywell -security engineer,
Its a great arrangement. We end up
two wires of an extension cord, reported to the American
being owned and operated by the people
have caused two deaths and
Society for Industrial Security.
service. So we
who need- and. use
may be responsible-for e4ht- There are more than 3,000
know'all about their special money needs':
other electrocutions. The
hospital items that can be used
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
federal agency estimates in a home, and there is a ready
help, medical bills, educational expense,.
30,000 probes have been sold
resale market for medical
And we know how to tailor repayment proend evek more dangerous instruments and electronic
grams to their production and income.
home-made ones are in use, devi
he said.
Talk over your money needs-any seasays the National Safety
son of the year -with a seasoned money
The Carnegie' -ComCouncil_
• Tao: the man at PCA.
mission on Higher Education
estimates there may have been
Check house wiring and As many as 110,000 unfilled
bring it up to date 0 the load is places in the freshmen classes
Keys Keel, Office Misnomer
top great for the present Of the nation's four-year
5602
753
Phone
Street
305 North 4th
em
ki When in doubt, ask an colleen and universities in the
'an,
fall of 1971.
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PAGE SEVEN

Brundage stilt angry old man

;—
arm. Apave a nanjust agto peace.
'utility of
in be no
lice, nority must
ind battle
er to put
7e can be

By PAUL CORCORAN
Copley News Service
He is 14 years old, cantanker:-ous, and almost impossible to
deal with once he makes up his
mind.
But Avery Brundage, as
president of the International
Olympic Committee 10C
exercises extensive power in
amateur athletiat and when he
barks an order, others must
listen regardless of whether
they want to do so.
One of the probl
of amateur athletics is
inbred
power that is reta
by the
sports establi
, excluding new blood and Making the
IOC and Amateur Athletic
Association (AAAJ
sive to public pressire.
- Whereas the image of the
Olympics always has been the
ultimate of good sportsmanship
and integrity, the fact is that in
the last 50 years there have
been repeated, often petty
feuds on the IOC as well as conflicts among participating nations. For the most part, fortunately, the dirt has not rubbed
" off on the athletes, who repre-

•KRECT

end
RATURE

Nic,H

6363

IAK
to

v

MIN

sent the finest youth their countries have produced.
The latest flap involving the
volatile Brundage, who renders
little tribute to any contemporary Caesar, occurred early
in January when Brundage was
quoted as saying some top
skiers might be required to
compete in separate non-Olympic events because they had not
abided by the Olympic committee amateur code.
Brundage has insisted that
the report was "too strong,"
that what he said was that
Olympic regulations must be
followed. He said, "Many
skiers are not eligible for the
games according to these
regulations."
One example Brundage u
was the wearing of a wine
maker's name on numbers attached to the front and back of
their jackets.
"This is a sport, not a business," he said.
Brundage, about as charming as a distressed porcupine
despite his excellent manners
in instances of good humor, is
one of the leaders of the ama-

teur block who choose to turn
their backs on the reality of
fringe professionalism in amateur athletics.
It has been no secret that for
years amateur athletes have
been given expense money for
food and lodging, among other

=

=

gra
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things. Private clubs and -been
—*Ind, however Brundage is
equipment manufacturers alBrwidage, in his, latest out- near the end of the trail
in his
ways have sought identification burst, would be a harmless current
and publicity through associa- echo of a bygone era if it were more capacity, and a man
sensitive to the reality of
tion with tennis, golf and other not for his position of promicontemporary sports, Lord Kilamateur athletes — often at the nence. He still has the power to Iman of
Ireland,
limited expense of permitting call the signals for the upcom- vice president, now an IOC
appears the
the performers to use their ing winter and summer games, probable
successor.
facilities or their clubs. Cotn- although restricted by the
auMeanwhile, Brundage, howmercialization in this sense is thority of the conunitttee itself ever
honorable his intentions,
nothing to compare with under to make final decisions.
will continue to make the
the table payments many have
There are changes in the Olympics in
particular and
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NEW YORK 41:1Pl4
Teen-agers in the 16 through
!9 age bracket spend shout
Sib a week these days, says
Lester Hand, president of the Youth Poll, an
Hand
organization which surveys
youth trends.
Their parents spent about
one-fourth this amount when
they were teens and had -far
fewer possessions.
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SAFE-T

School
_ Lasso #

The majority of the
silhouettes in Adele Simpson's
spring collection are slender,
slightly fitted and flared at the
hem. This outline is adapted to
mat costumes, to suits with
various jacket lengths.
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'01110tfut sports in general look
as orderly as a stickball game
on a New York City side stroll
Only in stickball, there is more
sportsmanship.

with roller or
- brush.
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FAITHFUL WITH PM:MB:MONS
1•2111MXIBIP
• • 441.••••11
No is
i ••••
a
All that Christians are and shall be they owe to God. Their
M
most important duty with reference to Him is faithfulness. God
•••
requires faithfulness in the stewardship of all our possessions—
IN a • IN
•
a
a
self, talents, time, money, influence, etc.
UNBREAKABLE
•-:•••••••1111
VO5
Luke 18:10-15
Trial
I 11......t.t..".
ars•••••1111
11111
One who is faithful in little things will be faithful in larger
mI it
•M•
MELAMINE
Size
things. One who is not faithful in little things would not be faithful
-.111 •••
•
a
SHAMPOO
in larger things, if he should have the opportunity. Are we faithful
C • II
CrPSPe
in the little tasks which God has committed into our hands? Our
•••
%
t
...:•:111 •••
faithfulness in stewardship is splendid evidence of our trust in
7-oz.
CREST
SALE
•• '
Him,our gratitude to Him,and our love for Him. Our service for
te •
/111
•
W
Christ must take precedence over all other activities. No personal
Your Choke
IV.... TOOTH-111•
Cups
••• /
loyalty or responsibility is to stand in the way of our devotion to
--411
•
Xmarip
pASTE
Christ.
Plates
Allegiance to God versus allegiance to mammon is the parrig
Saucers
, ,• -171
••
ticular contrast set forth here. God and mammon are opposed
'
••
•
II II •
eternally. The spirit of the world is utterly opposed to the spirit of
Gravy X II •
..,_*••• • a •
Christ. In the realm of service for Christ there cannot he any
Nand
.:41
•
divided allegiance. Either we are for Christ or we are against
--• •• ■
Nall
Him. There must be faithfulness th our service for 'Thin. Of
.-mUUUUU
../••
necessity, one cannot serve two masters. Because their
•No•sms
wishes- --1‘111111ft
naturally clash:I/either would be served properly lf one atnea•was
tempted to serve both. Hence, there must be a decision as to
■
41 ••
_
-1 •
which master shall be served. It is impossible for one to serve God
and mammon and be loyal to both.
imam
Notwithstanding the fact that the Pharisees professed to have a
20-oz
Economy Size
al
high regard for the Mosaic Law, God's Word says that they were
5x 7
Men
covetous, So, they not only broke the tenth commandment,
••
"Thou shalt not covet," but they violated the first one also,for the
COLOR
love of money is plaeing another god before the true and living
##
•
•
God.
-—
- ---ENtARG
EMENT
AlthoUgh the Pharisees justified themselves in the eyes of men,
11
MOUTHWASH
they were unable to do so with God. It is one thing to justify
Special!
yourself with men, and an entirely different matter to justify
Antisept
ic
9
yourself in the sight of God..In the light of verse fifteen, we are
From
reminded that today much goes on under the guise of pie which
is reality is an abontnation to -ad.The important thingla- to-he Koda
justified before God,which is made possible through the merits of
Color
Christ.
.----KEEPLake 20:45-47
Christ warned His disciples concerning the hypocrisy
Negatives Only!
demonstrated by the scribes. Hypocrisy always drew the
scathing denunciation of Christ. What is yhypocrisy? It is
pretending to be something one is not. It is a profession which
s•is
Lacks a possession. Therefore, it is always extremely obnoxious to
ALMA._
11 •• ■
11■11•11_11
Christ.
II • •• • 11
111111P The chief interest of these pretenders of hypocritical
11•1111•11. "
1 --. :7'••
11111111_
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religionists in their outward religious performances was simply
•11•11
for the sake of receiving human praise. Everything which they
••
•
■
•
1
did with an eye to the praise of men displeased the Lord and was
III •harshly rebuked by Him.
I
11
It is noteworthy that these hypocritical teachers spent much
time in telling Others what God expected them to do, but they elid
I IF
KNIT SALE
not have any interest whatever in personal obedience to God.
They merely sought to honor Him with their lips, but not with
their lives. Christ urged His followers to avoid the example of
these instructors, but,-at the same time, to obey the teachings of
Moses which they proclaimed. Obedient Christians do not have a
•
desire to exalt themselves, because they are concerned primarily
about exalting and glorifying Christ.
Lake 21:1-4
•••
For the defraying of the expenses of divine worship and the
maintenance of the, temple every _p4ous Jew was expected-to
contribiiii..-When they brought their offerings, the observant
Christ sat where He could see the people casting their ucontributions into the treasury. He observed much that was comm
mendalble,After the rich had ostentatiously thrown in their large
a
PEI
contribution!, thereby acknowledging themsetve to be stewards
a.
of their possessions,"there came a certain poor widow", with all
• IN •
that she owned. She timidly, modestly, voluntarily, joyously, and
sacrificially dropped her offering into the treasury as she walked
by. What made her act of worship so gracious was the spirit in
which it was rendered, the purpose for which it was don% and the
relation it bore to her means and ability.
Our Spring Fabrics are Youth
Christ looks at all ('hristians as they make their offerings. He is
Orientated Color and Pattern
heartened to the point of commendation or He is grieved by their
failure togive as theykhould. As He observes us msking ow gifts,
Co-Ordinated
Warrens 8
He sees who gives, what they give, and why they give. This
woman gave because she loved her Lord, and we should conSLAC
KS
*Casual Shoos
Be Sure to See Our
tribute for the same reason. Christ watches as we make our ofOff
our
Regular
•Dress
Shoos
ferings. He sees what we bring and notes the spirit which prompt
Polyester & Nylon Knits for sport• II
us_Ile knows the amounts given in His name an for His work. He
swear. Spring slicers for Spring
•Boots
Everyday Discount Price!
also knows the sums kept for our own use. With perfect accuracy
weddings. Reversible acrylics for
GREATLY REDUCED!
He observes the proportions represented by each offering.
/
Easter sewing. Double knits in the
•
selection
solids
of
&
Large
=t;
All sizes, styles & colors
Her offering was the smallest cast into the treasury that day,
latest fashions. They are the best in
•
stripes, both flare and
but it was the largest sum she could contribute because she did
II
•
styling
4lowest 4it prices.
URRY! Whitt the selection is good!
111
not have anything left! Christ measures a gift by the amount of
leg,
straight
.
1111
sacrifice, love, cherrfulness, and liberality there is in it. This
III •
widow's gift was an expression of great love and devotion. Her
III
generous gift was shot through with the spirit of Him Who gjive
111•
•
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His all on the cross. Those who win the Lord's approval in the 'NS
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4-HOE SALE

Continuing our

Just Arrived!
New-Shipment of

With New Patterns!
100% POLYESTER 60"

dales Jeans

All in New Spring
colors &fabrics.

Reg. Now $088
Only Arm yd.
to 5.88

'2"to'5"

Childrens

FINAL CLEARANCE
on
MEN'S CASUAL

50%

mea

44111..

IRONING
BOARD
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-Goidces-chart is
QUESTION: "Mrs. Meir of
bael — what makes Golda
ANSWER: Bern May 3, 1898,
in Kiev, RLissia, Golda is a
Taurean. TIk natives of this
Zodiac sign are famouhfor
their soft, cow-like gaze, their
devotion, and their easygoing
ways — until that memorable
,day when_you provoke their
wrath:
Her family immigrated to
Wisconsin in 1906, and Golda
remained in this country until
1921, when she moved to Palestine with her husband. They
had two children, but the marriage was not destined to be a
thoroughly happy one. (Saturn
and Uranus in her horoscope
marriage house are opposed by
Venus and Pluto.)

Perhaps to seek relief from
her home situation, perhaps to
find herself, Golda wholeheartedly embraced the cause of
World Zionism. Her many trips
abroad meant leaving her husband and children at home, a
fact she often lamented. Yet
one wonders. She must have
heard the call of her own
destiny.
Her yeArs.Of IfPrii0 br901ht
When Israel be.v
their rewart
da served as
came a nati
and foreign
minister of la
minister. Later,she resigned to
become secretary-general of
the Labor Party. When Prime
Minister Levi Eshkol passed,
away, the country called her to
lead it. Taureans frequently inherit some post or situation in
life. One thinks of Harry Truman, for example.

Country Music Corner

Opry To Be Followed
By Grand Ole Gospel

If the Arab nation's hope to in- timidate this child of the
they are seriously misjudging
her character.- .Perhaps they
could profit from a study of her
horoscope.
This is a forceful chart, denoting a woman who can think
like a man if she must.
Highlighting the horoscope
are two major oppositions.
Idarsisilverse Jupiter, while
Venus and Pluto oppose her
seventh house planets. Yet the.
hex is eased by the fact that the
planets in one opposition favor
those in the other. Even here,
the Taurus luck holds. In addition, Venus - and Uranus are
very near the exaltation points
for the Moon's Nodes, which is
another blessing.
Sun in thirteen Taurus denotes a freedom fighter.
Jupiter is in Libra,in the fifth
horoscope house of children.
Her offspring have been
source of joy.
We speculate that her Moon
is in the eighth, or leadership,
degree of Libra. Mahatma
Gandhi, Annie Besant, and Von
1W:daubers all had_thoir—Soau
here.
Mars is powerful in its own sign of Aries, in her,_alessolh___
.house of hopes and
Mars is beautifully.aspected by
Urious and Venus.
Listeningteiterapdeltrene-in--struck by her obvious sincerity
and her beautiful spekligig
voice. ( Mercury, which Mks
speech, is at nine degrees
Taurus, a degree which Jerryl
Keine ,describes 1117011
"mother-figure.")
As the stout, ma
Meir makes the rounds of world
diplomacy, one thinks of a
housewife shopping in the market. Instead of vegetables, Mrs.
Meir is trying to buy time —
time for Israel to make itself
impregnable.
She is endearing and she
looks harmless. Yet she possesses all the fixity and grim
determination of her Zodiac
sign. If the Arabs choose war,
she will prove to be a formidable-opponent.

NASHVIlieiiii-Taan:--(-AP)- — public will De adMitted
The Grand Ole Opry House, the church services within the
which begin as a nondenornina- capacity of the Opry House.
. tional religionscenter over--16- -- The GrandOle.Opry HOWr
year* ago, will soon be ringing first named the Union Gospel
with praises to the Lord on Fri- Tabernacle and later called the
day nights.
Hyman Auditorium, was inThe weekly "Friday Night corporated in 1889 as "strictly
Opry" broadcast live on WSM religious, nonsectarian and nonRadio will-be followed by a 25- denominational and for the punminute "Grand Ole Gospel" pose of promoting religion,
broadcast beginning Feb.
morality and the elevation of
Johnny Cash and his wife, humanity to a higher plane and
June Carter Cash, are slated as more usefulness."
special guests on the first of
The next 80 years brought
the weekly shows.
The Rev. Jimmy Snow, pas- many changes to Nashville and
tor of the Evangel Temple and the auditorium was influenced
son of Grand Ole Opry great greatly by those changes. But
Hank Snow, will host the week- now, at least on Friday nights,
the venerable building will once
ly church services.
be fulfilling the objecagain
Evangel
28-voice
Snow's
Temple Choir, heard recently tives of its founding fathers.
Random note . . .
,on the Cash hit, "Papa was a
Singer Marty Robbins has
Good Man," will be a regular
written and will produce a
along with a seven-piece band.
alailmommea
Pat Boone, Connie Smith, country music movie. Filming
the
at
15
Feb.
begin
to
slated
is
Peggy Little and other noted
Ditty- iietiredired.singers will appear on future Grand Ole Opry House.
school in the nation
Robbins described the movie,
• programs.
nada&
• "This means we can minister titled 'The Story of Country requisite for
to people all over the United Music," as semifictional.
Debut
He said it will have a "plot
States and Canada," Snow said.
.
HOLLYWOOD 11
1PLi
.WSM said he pregram will with music. It will bea story
Dorothy McGuire will make
be heard from 11:05 p.m. to about country music, but not
her dramatic television debut
history of country music."
II:30 p.m.
the regular Fri"She Waits," a television*
in
for
ready
be
will
it
said
He
day night Opry crowd will be
movie co-starring Patty Duke.
encouraged to remairCand the theaters May 1.

NtURRAY,
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Savings of
50% yes even 60% on new Brand Name
Spring Fabrics.. amply. our Prices, Compare our Quality
and you-it-ill! buy all your Spriii-g -Fabric needs at the Remnant
- -House, your Mill-Outlet of the world's Finest Fabrics!--

Morning
Evening

Morning
Evening
Morning
Evening
Moraitv

Now rr
Morning

Evening

Morning
Eveningl
Morning
Evening

Pre-shrunk Cotton Knits in Matching Solids, stripes and fancies at savings of
$2.00 a yard. Selection is limited, hurry for this fashion find of the new
Spring season.

1

Morning
Evening s

Morning

Evening S

mornirv

Evening,

Morning '
Evening

L,

1st Sund
3rd Sung

This Springs most popidar fabrics at a fraction of regular price. 45" wide in a large selection of aseeks, strips and fancies. All first quality, all machine washable and need no
iron..

/ina

THE CL
•

$2.00 to $3.00yd. Dacron & Cotton .

SPORTSWEAR DENIMS
The all season favorite for jeans, slacks and sportswear at an unheard of low, low price.
of solid brushed denims, fancies, stripes etc-.---4/r-wida-rmachine washable and need no ironing.
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Five Poin

Ca

CHATTER

CLOTH

Kepler SI .99 to $2.50 yd. Famous Abbot

Brand new Spring 1972 patterns and color*, solids
washable, needs no ironing.

FLOCKED

SHEERS

and

matching prints. 45" wide, machine

Regular 51 .99 to 52.50 yd. Famous Valtex

`1(

tIOS Pt

Colo

A Chc

Ideal for Spring and Easter Fashions. Largo selection of neye Spring '72 patterns and COlOrS
45" wide, machine washable. needs no ironing.
Hwy

BONDED LINENS

64

Cc

Bonded linens ate back this Spring and we have them at less than half of regular price. 12 lash On cgldiS to ChoOse from. Meehlne Weldable.

Bps

POLYESTER KNITS

Regular S3.99 to S4.99 yd.
New Spring

14

5'.

New Poiye*ter Single Knits. It's the fashion sensation of the new Spring season for the sort
Pinky look. Alt new patterns. all 641" to id- wide, all machine waShable need no ironing.

F rei

Theshape of things to come.

HEATING
5th at

Regular 52.99 yd. 100% Arnel Trincetste
Keny Skint are Wt. en4-Arm/1 Jersey Prints Is the fee-

Prediction
The Volkswagen Beetle will
be around for years to come.
Prediction
Someone else somewhere
will introduce a new -ecOrrority
car and there will be fors of excitement.
Prediction
The extement will die down.
Prediction
As in the past, people who
own old VWs will trade them in
for newVWs because(we guess/
'they like VWs.

Prediction
Our _engineers will continue
'to iritarove the way the car
_Works and our stylists will con-tinue to be frustrated.
Prediction
Sometime in 1972, the Beefilywill become the most popular
single model automobile ever
made in the world, bypassing
the Model I Ford witil production of over 15 million vehicles.
Prediction
We won't let that last prediction go to our heads.

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
600 Chestnut Street. Murray • Phone 7534650 171
A
k/
Open Mon. thru Sat. 730 AM. 'ill 5 P.M.

Save 61.22 on every yeled...All new Spring
1972 prints. 45- wide, machine wastiabre. drip dry.
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SIelw-SerevSilsisse
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6:30p.ro.
-Stotts Greve
11:00 am.
Worship Service
Evening worship.
7:30p.m.

--leathers-it!
It 30 a.m.
MorhinOlAtIrslii0
Evening Worship
ece

Emmanuel Missionary
Ham.
Morning Worship
7:30 p.m
Evening Worship
West Fork
11 a.m.
_
Morning Worship
6:30p.m.
Evening Worship
:6. VI, VIr

v.-

irvii
c
&3=013avoc
t
-now
Afor4..w.

First Christian
10:30 a.m., 7
Worhip Services
m
Paleetthe United
Worship Service 11 a.m.
Sunday, 10 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel Unit."
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Service
11 a m.

Morning 1Norshirr
Evening Worship
Sinking Spring%
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30p.m
Evening Worship
Hazel Baptist.
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
.Poplar Springs
11 a.m
Morning Worship
6.30 p.m.
Evening Worship

AfiGrrey Church
10a m.
Sunday School
'
Worship Service
11 a.m.
Locust Greve Church
Morning Worship
. • _ 11 am.
Evening Worship
7p.m.

South Plimant Grove
Morning Worship
MIAS a.m.
Evening Worship
6p.m.
Geed Sheetterd United
Worship Service
9:30a.m.
Sunday School
10:30a m

Pentecostal

United,310 I rvan Ave.
10a.m
Sunday School
7p.m
..Evening Worship
United, New Concord
Bleed Rive!
1. • Surteteylchoot
11
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
Calvary Temple
10 a.m.
Sunday School
iiirksitellaRtat
_
11 a.m., 7:30
WershipServicei
Morning Worship .
II a.m.
pm
7:30P.rh•
Etrening ViOrshIp
.
Memorial Baptist
First Assembly Of God
WPrst1.10
e vining Worship
6:30p.m.
Worship Service
MOO

New,MI. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
• Evening Worship 630 P.m -

.

11 a.m

Owens Chapel
Morning Worship,
11:00 AM
Evening Worship
5:30PM
Lone Oak Primitive
10:30 A.M.
1st. Sunday
2:00 P.M.
3rd. Sunday

Friendship
Sunday Se..15001
Morning Wore/lie

Presbyterian

Be Faithful,

We are really like fish, no longer tram to do as we with.
suppressed by walls built by alert.

Be Loyal,

Dexter-Kiirilin United •
Worship Service 10!00 a.m.
lit & 2nd Sundays, 11:00 a.m.
3rd & 4th,Sunday. CIO p.m.
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday

indernn present solutions
We can do as some, fins andlripe and ii
without having anything better to oiler. Or we CIO e like those till)
..and hang in there and try to survive with-the buy.$Bi,ne day change will
come and that once again we can live our lives as Gell tended.
We can hope that one day.oin actheriurns will blersplaced by Gardens of Eden.

Reclaim Christ

Temple 4444 Unite*

10 am.
Church of Jesus Christ
Mornino ~ship
Of Latter Day Saints
14 a.m
Sunday School
Sunday School
10a nl,
First Methodist
. ,,Worship
451. kV SO•m
St. Leo Catholic Church.
-Russells Chapel United
-Sunday Mass II a . m , a tn., 4:36
m
Sunday School
.- 10 a.m
Saturday Mass
6:30 p.m.
Morning Worship
11 /p.m
Christian Science
Worship
Service
11 a m.,
(Mshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st &'
Jehovah's Witnesses
3rd Sundays, 7 p.m. 2nd & 4th
10 30a m i
Watchtower
Bible Leaure
Sundays
9.30am. Lynn Grove
Wayman Chapel A.M.E.
Worship Service at 945 a.m. 1st
Worship Services 11 a m , 7 p rn
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd S. 4th
Sunday '
St. John's Episcopal
Coles's Camp Ground
Sunday School
40:30a.m,
Worship Service at 11 a.m. 2nd
Morning
Worship
9:30a.m.
Sunday. 10:45 a.m. Ifh Sunday

little world for these caged fish. Ponds seem prisons
Its.
butlook what man did to them. The roaming space
enough,
God gave these fish has been reduced to a pittance and that
makes it very different. Lite is hard enough to live without always
having to be on vieWand having to constantly worry about
whether or not ybu are pleasing the multitudes. But please the
multitudes we mufti it we are to survive. And that is the irony of kilt
For the multitudes complain about what they see and loudly
assert that they want change, then turn right around and condemn
the man who tries to eccomplish that change. -

Salem Baptist
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7 15 o.m.
Evening Worship
Sugar Creek

Second Street
Morning Worship
- Evening Worship

7
Liberty Cumberland
Brooks Chapel United
10a.M.
'
Sunday School
Worship services-at 9:30 a.m. 1st
II s.m.
Worship Service
A 2nd Sundays. 11 a.m. 3rd
Merin Plesant Gretna
Sunday, I. 6 p.m. 4th Sunday.
— k5010.t.541101/1______—
,
Worship Service
Bethel United
Oak Grove
1st
Worship Services at 11 a.m.
104.m.
Sunday School
and 4th Sundays, 6:30 p.m. 2nd
Worsliip-ServiceL. .11 a.m..7 p.th.
Sitclay. L 9:30 a.m. 3cd Sunday
Plosant
Mount
.
Independence Visited
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
Worship services at 7 p.m. 1st S.
p.m.
7
Worship
Evening
3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd Sunday,
First Presbyterian
930 a.m. etti Sunday
m— • 93
--Church Seitoot
,
•
Worship Service
10:45 ant.
Morning Worship
1100a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 P•rn
Coldwater United
Church School
10 00
Worship Service

Grace Baptist
- 10.45 a.m.
-Morning Worship
7p.m.
Evening Worship

Morning worship
Evening, worship

West Murray
10:5011.115•
Morning Worship
6p.m.
Evening Worship
Union Greve
115:50-a*
Morning eramiro
6:30p.m.
Evening Worship
Seventh AI Poplar
tOr10 a.m.
Worship Service
. 4p m.
Evening Service'
New Cdnitord
10:50 el.th•.
Morning Service
1:th: "
„ 71
Evening Worship
1
Plasm,'Valley
'
Morning Worship
6p.m. •
Evening Worsh4

I mtharhiet LUtheran
Sunday School
9 15-a m
Mornina‘torsh,p
10 308 in
Seventh Day Adventist
10:00 a m.
Sabbath School
9:30 a.m.
Worship Service

tiO
. 4".A• :31=1210312CW:Cir
.0.1.4311a7.4.1:013.7..CKM
THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

Grecian Steak House
TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST
Seafood Plates.- Sandwiches
Steaks - Chops •Specials: Mon., Sirloin Steak - Toe., Ribeye Steak
Weft, Ground Strtoth -'Thurs.,'Mitten Frt.,Pith No. 12th Ext. 641 - Call In Orders to 753-4419

American
Hutson Chemical
Motors
Cain & Treas Motor Sales
-Ansbassadoe-HeenM-Maladoe-GnienniweepTop Quality Used Cars
Phone 751-444L
Five Points

Through The Courtesy

Phone 1531933

of the following Businesses.

Phone 7531713

Restaurant

So. Side Manor Shopping Center

753-3192

"'NE SPECIALIZE IN SOUND"
Residential - Commernal Farm — Building Lots and
Lake Property—Bur.ng Selling- Leasing
Pewee 753-7724
511 W. Main

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th Call in Orders 753-7101

A complete line of Electronic Component parts 8. Accessories
Ph. 753-7100
N. 12th Extended

MASSEY•FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
. Hwy.94. I Mi. E. Murray- Ph. 753-6615

Industrial Road

CUSTOM PIPE BENDING
LIFETIME GUARANTEED MUFFLERS

Distributing Gulf Products

RECAPPING

Tires-Batteries I. Accessories
South 2nd St.-Murray, Ky.-753-3571

Murray Warehouse Corp. , Inc.
-•
SHEET METAL - AIR CONDITIONING

9th at Chestnut

Phone 753-4132

Central Shopping Center • 753-6061

40:1=0"-- Allied Radio Shack

110$ Pogue - 1,2 Block Eat S. 12th. Phone 753-1419

HEATING

15:

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish - Fri. And Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily
Banquet Room Facilities for

Carroll Tire Service

A Choice Selection of Relishes- Salads- Meats
Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Servae - Open Sundays

HAMBURGERS

VICTOR - FRIGIDARIRE - MAYTAG

Open 24 Hrs..- 7 Days

Inc.Southside

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"
Murray, Ky-

This Page Sponsored

•

Highest cash prices for corn and soybeans
E. W. Outland,. Sup?'
Holmes Ellis, Mgr.
Phone 753-1220

121 W. (Coldwater Rd.) Ph. 753-3164

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

Randy Thornton Service C-ck
Air Conditioning-Heating-CommerCral Refrigeration',
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
Phane 753-1111

O02 Chestnut

BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
,Inswance claim work Free estimates
eh 753.7150
Hwy 441S,_( Hazel Flw_y

'CLOSED ON SUNDAYS
PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS

Long John Silvcrs'

94 E. at Murray Bait Co

FISH n CHIPS
Chicken Peglegs Fish & Chips
Treasure Chest
Eat in or carry out
South 12th - Murray, Ph 753-5267

HENNY PENNY CHICKEN - PIZZA SPAGHETTI
FREE DELiVER'i ON ORDERS OF $2.00 OR MORE

YOUR JOHNSON MOTORS DEALER
Sales, Parts. Service-Compete _Boating Supplies
Phone 753-3734 ,

Dunn TV & Appliance
SALES AND SERVICE
ADMIRAL TAPPAN WHIRLPOOL

MR. & MRS. WM. A. JONES, OWNERS
—Custom made drapes. latest in fabrics
—Farniture & Auto Upholstery
Ph. 753-7494
sos S 4th

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential — Sales & Service
Repairs & installation — Gas & Sewer
Phone 753-6161
501 N 4th

(

See Main - Phone 751-321t
Branch Office So 12th & Story 753-6455

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
MESABER F T

A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT

Pool Office Equipment IL Supplies Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
SALES SERVICE 11. RENTALS
4,--Thie"
Sales and Service
Typewriters . Adding Machines and

COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE —MEMBER FDIC

Shirley Florist

REBUILT ENGINES . RADIATORS REPAIRED

\

Calcutators
115 So 4th

-F4
—i--

ViINCALSTE.E./RifITIRS SERVICE

The Businessman's Chs2ice For Fine Printing

403 Maple St. -:- Murray, Kentucky

-

753 1763

polar's Auto Repair

FRONT END AbGNMENT
MOTOR TUNE UPS
-AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
BUILDING BLOCKS 8. READY MIX CONCRETE
•
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THE LEDGER

Governme.qtRules Concerning
Pay And Pricing Are Complex

&

TIMES.- MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Kentucky News Roundup

FRIDAY-JANUARY

City Council Meeting

n, 1972

(Conthiustfrom Page /)
LOUISVILLE,ky.(AP)-The Louisville, Jefferson County.,
Kentucky Association of Mutual and Anchorage school systems
Dr. Melvin Henley touched off
Jake Barnett submitted his
Insurance Agents went on
KCLU Executive Director who grew into a tense Situation resignation from the Fire
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
record Thursday as "totally_._Jahn Rabun said the suit would
whim he made the motion that Departmen and the, council
WASHINGTON (AP)- The defined special circumstances.
The worst ice storm of the
supporting" a no-fault auto 111= - not be filed today, aeltbd been-:"employ
City and around Miami and
ther-CitY Council ilPare the
ed- .11-iatati-414411 to year left
Nixon administration has tried
motorists and pedessurance
bill,
EXEMPTIONS
indicate
but
d,
would
be filed Planning Commission replace him.
Boston, continue under those
la mak d
trians slipping and sliding toy..claar ht -Nst-e11-wages-and peiees-areUnder the &II, drafted by the later in the Kentucky Teneral recommendation and proceed
J. H. Shackelford of the firm, day
and closed schools that
pay-price cor7trirwill stay-un- subject to controls. The Cpst of
for TrufAssembly session, to give Uw 1O rezlitie the city park for Shackelfortt, -Goode
For others, rents generally
and least 21 Kentucky
til they work. But the controls Living Council has exempted
Law
No-Fault
in
counties.
Kentuck
y,
an legislature time to act,
possible sale. Councilman John Thurman, rendered the audit
may go up automatically by 2.5
Power failures added to the
themselves apparently aren't roughly 21 per cent of the averaccident victim would he
Ed Scott gave a second to the report for the General Fund of
per cent after 30 days' notice to
clear to the public.
age man's cost of living from the tenant. In -addition, land- promptly compensated for his
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API- motion and it passed by a vote the City. He discussed 'various discomfort. Some residents
checked into motels in
economic loss by his own insur- The Kentucky Education Corn- of seven to five.
• --Thelaternal Revenue Service federaleontrols. lords may pass along anrnew
phases of the audit before the
has received more than one
The list of uncontrolled items state or local government -like company, regardleas-tirMittee voted 5-1 Thursday to
Ittliyor - Holmes Ellis - im- council and the council ac- McCracken County after their
paver supply had bad -Offkr
million inquiries about the includes raw farm products,
remove a provision of a Senate mediately vetoed the action of cepted his audit.
taxes, and cerain fees. In- who caused the accident,
19
..rules, more than half of them raw seafood, life insurance and
hours.
• bill that would limit the Univer- the council. This is the first time
creases also are allowable for
Councilman Stalls asked that
.%ir
State- Police reported that
its.
ste
c
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- sity of Louisville's research and that Ale has even used his bids be
some individually contracted improvements. Special rules
taken on a new police
roads were opened but cauthe questions keep on commercial insurance, postal
apply to formula-determined Kentucky Civil Liberties Union service programs to its own ge- powers of veto. If the council car to be equipped with twin
-Coining. Latest figures show rates, some custom products rents,
officials say they will make a ographical area.
. desires to "override" his veto it blue lights and PA system to tioned drivers to watch for
and different methods
117,000 inquiries were received and services, exports, imports,
The provision was part of must wait until the next regithiF make it conform with the slick spots.
are used for determining the statement today on a proposed
by the Internal Revenue Serv- damaged and used products,
During the height of the
suit
seeking
a
merger
of
the
Senate
Bill 54, the higher edu- 'meeting.
base rent depending on whether
equipment on the other police
ice for the week ending Jan. 18. and sales of U.S. government
storm, motorists on Interstate
'
cation council bill.
Mayor Ellis'said that he was cars. This was approved.
rental is by the month or week,
64 between Frankfort and
The government's rules gov- property.
in zoncurrance with the
or by longer lease.
Councilman Dave Willis
erning pay and prices are beAlso most real estate, rentals
r-----LOUISVILLE,
Planning Conunission in their asked council approval for the Louisville crept along at 30
WAGES
coming increasingly complex. of new and rehabilitated housKentucky Jaycees will release thinking. He said further that he construction of a 40 32 building miles an hour, and traffic on
The Pay Board has begun to
A recent booklet, published at ing, owner-occupied rentals of apply
26-point legislative packate was not against acquisition of on the Sanitation System Interstate 75 near Covington
a
its 5.5-per-cent wage
35 cents a copy and available no more than four,units, commore property for use in the property north of the city, to be was slowed at the foot of a
standard strictly to small un- Federal State Market News monday•
through the US.Superintendent mercial and farm rents, stocks
State Jaycees President parkAyster
system.
ions, after falling into a pattern Service January 28, 1972
n. He told the Ledger used to • repair Sanitation slippery
of Documents in Washington, and bonds, stock brokers' fees,
Greyhound buses ran close to
of granting far larger raises to Kentucky Purchase Area Hog James Vernon- of Corbin said and Thies that it- was his System trucks. Present repairs
takes more than 40 pages of most tuition, interest,- pay of
schedule:Traffic was normal at
Market Report Includes 5 the proposals include a sev- thinking that additional areas are done in the open
big, powerful unions.
regardless Louisvil
fine print to list all the rules in Americans working and living
le's Standiford Field,
erance tax on coal, and others_ _ could be added to the park of the weather. The building
Generally, the board's policy Buying Stations
will
place as of Jan. 1.
abroad, pay of federal workers, is that raises in new
Receipts
:
constitu
Act, 371 Est. HD on
tional reform, Sun- system which would corn- also have a wash rack for the but at the city's other airport, a
contracts
Mom rulings have been is- federal fees and charges,_ can3
exceed 5.5 per cent a Barrows and Gilts steady-weak day closing, alcoholic bever- plement the present park, washing of thf system's spokesman said there was no
sued since then, and major ad- wages below the $1.60 hourly
single engine traffic because of
-1\ ages, and governmental eonsola--rattier than supplant-it---th--its vehicles.
year. Special circumstances, Sows steady.
eat-Doper neon' Ice
-)
ditions and revisions are in the federal minimum.
on runways.
entirety.
such as a proven need to at- US 1-3 2004411 the, 272547.58 idation in cities and counties.
and
Sanitat
ion
System emworks.
Added
to
US
the
list
1-2
of
Vernon
schools
200430
r
said
some
lbs.,
3,000
The
tractor
thinking
J111
hold
forward
37.5047.
new
employes or
ed by ployees will do -much of the
75
In addition, retailers with
It is far too early to tell if
substandard raises in recent US 2-4 200-240 lb.,-.. 27.00-27.25 ior Chamber - id-Commerce Mr. Alexander is that the city work. This was approved after closed were those in Elliott,
these rules will achieve the ad- less than $100,000 a year in revGreenup, Lewis and Carter
members will travel to Frank- sell the present city Park, north some discussion.
past years, may qualify some US 2-4 240-260 p
ministration's goal of reducing enues aren't controlled.
counties
. ,
US
3-4
fort
in
support
recom260-280
their
Payne
of
of
wage
fl
units
Street
for raises up to. 7
)0-2$50
and use the
The Special problems comPRICES
last year's 3.4-per=cent inflation
Authorities reported there
metklations Feb. , 22 through money!from the, sale, together mittee will undertake a study of
pet ctrit.
,
-but
More.
no
Special
Price
Commiss
ion
rules
'say
rate to between 2 and 3 per
woaki be no school today in the
with matching Federal funds, to the feasibility of constructing
generally that manufacturers rules also apply to merit pay, US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 21.50-22.00 Feb. 24.
a counties of
cent by the end of this year.
few
at
McCracken, Car23.00
buy
land
executiv
some
in
other area and city maintenance building for
e pay and other arer.
But the major outline of the and service organizatiohs can't
lisle, Ballard, Grave, and MarUS 1-3 300-650 lbs., 21.00-22.00
relocate
d
However
the
City
,
Park
the
full
enthe
raise
boad
mainten
prices
except
ance
can
cover
to
of
inall city
administration's anti-inflation
shall.
tirely.
approve specific exceptions to US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 20.50-21.50
vehicles.
machinery, as it evolved over creased costs, reduced to refew
at
WM
After
its own rules anytime it
the veto action by
William
flect
gains
worker
--Hernb
producti
in
uckle
vwas
the past 21
/
2 months, is now
Boars 17,14411.31
Mayor Ellis
Corincilman named to the Murray Municipal
ity, and can't increase their choo4s.
(Ceadiesed from Page I)
clear.
Melvin Henley then made the Housing Commission. Other
profitsa
argins.
organize
d crime, six)nsored by followin
POLICY
g motion:
•
Commission members are W.
Retailers and wholesalers,
Kenton. •
PresidentNixon's Cost of Liv"I move that the
G. Nash, chairman, E. W.
except
(Cautioned kisia, 4e I)
Inlinef
for_the ,small retailers
-Include allotments for
ing Council, headed by Tress-Recreation and Advisory_
o_rd Hurt and Mayor we
` a a -"".-teacher-consultant, teacher
ury Secretary John Connally, who are exempt from controls,
had expected 7
1-finti. In- - Committee be directed to
WASHINGTON(AP)- North of Angola and Mozambique are
Hornbuckle replaces L.
aides and paraprofessionals in
retains ultimate authority over cannot increase profit margins
stead, we were warmly greeted
conduct
Vietnam
a
was
expecte
told
site
last
d
to
selectio
dominat
W.
year
n
the
e
it
week- computing minimum foundati
Paschall who resigned some
the economy. Under it, the sev- or markups, meaning their
on
everywhere we went and found
might get up to 92.5 billion of a long meeting, the council's first
study and to also conduct a
weeks ago. •
units for exceptional children,
en-member Price Commission prices can't rise unless their
the Brazilians demonstrating
study of the present and
potential 97.5-billion, five-year outside New York in nearly 20
The
supplier
City
prices
grader
s'
rise.
will be great
submitted by Rep. James Yoregulates prices; the 15-mementhusiasm for and inUS.
project
postwar
ed
years.
park
reconstr
But
and
progres
no
repaired
uction
s toward corn, D-Louisville.
at a cost of about $2100
Although profit margins are
ber Pay Board, a dissent-torn
terest in the United States."
recreation needs of the city
program for Indochina follow- a solution of any of them apand
new
frozen,
tires
actual
will
profits
may
also
rise
be
-Create a state urban affairs
body of business, public and unIn the spring of 1970, seven
of Murray. As a part of this
ing a peace settlement, Nixon pears likely.
purchased.
ion members, regulates wages if sales go up. Also, firms that
council comprised of mayors of
Brazilian
business
and
motion
administ
I
recomm
ration
end
officials
that
Mayor Holmes Ellis told the
have
and salaries. The IRS has as- have been losing money are
all first-and second-class cities
professional men spent two
the findings of this comdisclosed.
CHICAG
Ledger
O
(AP)
subject
Melville
and
tempora
to
Times
special
ry
that
if
insigned 3,000 'agents to enforce
in Kentucky to study urban
months in Rotary District 671,
mittee be remanded to the
Administration
come is continued on the
strategists Jackson, GO, world-famous Gosa• problems,sponsored by Kenton.
rules allowing them to at least
controls.
which
encompasses most of
Plannin
g
also
and
said
Zoning
Thursday that.the test pal0,!‘ger whom rich coninitto_
Board
present level from the city
Complicated Price Coiranis- break even. Special rules also
whisky to be sold by
Kentucky&Ainder the saute__
for a re-study of the park-- hospital tax,that it Impears
still
lies
ahead
Mee
arid
hand-cl
on
apping
*bather
apply
sincerto
utilities,
doctors,
hosthat
sion rules-are aimed at bringthe glass, on a local option
property
re-zoning
the bond issue can be paid off in program,and spent one day and
ing the average increase in all pitals., insurance 'aid tigrish; Hanoi will negotiate seriously- ity led her to command per- basis, in fourth-class cities,
anight as guests of Ole Murray
question
,
since
on
Preside
a major
nt Nixon's eight-point formances in the capitals of the sponsored
1974, thus relieving Via- payers
_
prices to no more than It per tial rents.
by Bernard Keene,
club.
point
made
peace
by
that
Offer.
-world,
comdied
'(this
Thursda
y.
tax
She
in
had
The
nation's
about
1,500
two
biggest
years. Acent this year.
D-BardstoWrt. Among these 'was Alfonso
mittee
was
that
the
city
been
in
ill
report
health
in recent
on the status of the
The Pay Board's general firms must notify the Price
-Give Kentucky firms preHeckler
,a doctor specializing in
council
had
SAIGON (AP) - The U.S. months.
tee furnished
hospital bond issue will be
standard, which the board itself Commission in advance of any
cedence over out-of-state cornthe ear, nose, throat and eye.
sufficien
t
Informat
Comman
ion
d
reported
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publishe
today
propose
the
d
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d
Saturda
price
increases. Me--.
y's Ledger While
- has fr7.-ntly ignored for big,
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in Murray, Heckler was a
. in
which they
_ selling goods to the
and Times. .
powerful unions, is that wages Slum-size companies report' 20th air strike inside -Ike%.
Rare by competitive bidding, IN . judgment". could base a
guest in the Wilson Gantt home,
non-resident bids are no more
in new contracts can't go up quarterly and small firms are Vietnam this year and the Taw
and while he was in Brazil, Dr.
This motion received apof two more Ameican aircndt
than two per cent lower than
more than 5.5 per cent a year, subject only to spot checlz.s.
Corts
was a guest in the
proval
by
the
council.
ONE
to
mechani
BREAKI
cal failures.
N
The adnunistration • relies
or 7 per cent in some narrowly
the nearest Kentucky bid, sponHeckler
home at Paseo Fundo,
.
A
large
group
The
of
citizens
Murray
In the ground war, mllitalrywas
Police
DepartMahalla Jacksoo
mainly on voluntary comsored by Kenton.
present last night for the council ment reported one breakin last one of the country's principal
CHICAGO (AP) - Mahalia
pliance with the rules, but ad- spokesmen said that North
• -Provide for parole of ofcities.
Vietnam
ese troops apparently Jackson, 60, world-famous Gos- fenders convicted of mis- meeting with many of them night at Sholar's Auto Repair.
mits they are so complicated
A native of Terre Haute, Ind.,
being
on the Recreation Ad- Fifty cents in change was
that it is all but impossible for are attempting to encircle Fire pel singer whose rich contralto demeanors as now is the case
Dr. Cons has been a member of
visory
Committ
reported
ee.
missing.
Bailey
Base
Gore,
voice
5,
Other
in
the
and
border
action,
hand-cl
region
the average consumer to know
apping sincer- only for those convicted of felof
Chairman of the Committee
included citiltions issued for the Western Kentueky faculay
the central highlands. The fire ity led her to command per- onies, introduc
if he is being overcharged.
ed by Kenton.
told the council that the com- shoplifting, public drunkenness for three years. Two days ago,
base was under siege during a formances in the capitals of the
RENTS
mittee, would_ abide by the and loitering, speeding, and he was named director of the
North Vietnamese offensive last world, died Thursday. She had"
The rules are complex.
- sWteinstitution's Honors Program.
council'
s action.
disregaring stop sing.
been in ill health in recent fighters fund with money
The smallest landlords, those spring.
Funeral services for Barnes
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man
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who
own
no more than four
by companies writing fire inW.Burkeen of Almo will be held
the office of the dean of the'
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for
HARRIS
BURG, Pa. (A?) units and live in one of them,
surance policies in Kentucky.
Saturday at 2:30 p.m. at the
'SHERIFF'S SUPPER
Potter College of Artlrand
Council approval on the
Dr. David Yl-yung Hata
The fund would be used to give
chapel of the J. H. Churchill are free from federal controls. Chief prosecutor William Lynch
The
Calloway
County Humanities at Western.
followin
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comsays
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jury
selectio
for
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- Funeral Home with Rev. John
A
1965
graduate
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h
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control
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chiefly
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New
every insurer doing casualty
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"The Parks and Recreation by Sheriff Clyde Steele last ned both his master's and
accused of plotting to kidnap of a mentally retarding dii- business in Kentucky
night. The dinner was held at doctoral degrees at Indira
would pay Department request
s perpresidential adviser Henry A: cr,.died Thursday of injuries .25 percent of all amounts
law will serve as pallbearers.
*side ResteurinL
col- mission frornthe City
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HOLLYWOODL
were satisfied with the progress pediatrician and a pioneer in D-Louisville; William
I UPI I - Tenn., and Dr. Charles Tolley.
Burkeen, Danny Burkeen, and
Quinlan, Hopkins, who is
Dean
Martin
affiliate
d
and
with
the
Rock .Mtirray.
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juronselectin
gamma globulin.
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17 have
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D-Louisville, and Walter ReiDennis Burkeen.
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first
chert,
R-Louisville
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Interment will be in the
cast in "Showdown," an
FREE KITTEN
Dr. Leonard Carroll
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A
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to
kitten will be given to
be
practice
and
games
and
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the
question
CLEVELAND,Tenn.(API - the pay for public school
ing is uncovering
arrangements by the J. H. Saturday at 2:00 p.m. for Mrs.
bus the cost of lights for night play. produced and directed by someone as a pet. Interested
Dr.
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opinion.
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Carroll,
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generdrivers,
sponsor
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George I A irport Seaton.
ed by Sen. DenChurchill Funeral Home where Cqrrie Hudspeth, 86, who died
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/
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Two women told the court al overseer of the Church of ver Knuckles, R-Middlesboro, The location of this field is 11
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friends may call.
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Murraf.
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Burkeen, age 70, died Murray Calloway County Thursday they heard other God since 1970, died Wednes- and five others.
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prospective jurors say they be- day.
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Mary Belle Peeler Burkeen.
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Large housing projects'
may be cheaper to construct. I
Rudman says, but the high
of tenant turnover ,
rate
housing tenants and keeping
Hutt:nen sees the sheer size
requiring extensive m•inpr
small
the
of many housing project' as a 3tenant*. Say actually mean 3
k to the problem. Cramming
been we:1
7 niecr7
7
112Gr
7
at higher oases in the long run.
OOO
people
"Small, scattered projects
8
'
PeN3r
int° a
Britain. Since housing need,
w
n_ nf bleak., high riel---rather than income, is the test ars preferable not only because
apartments ensures residents for admission there, families they lessen the concentration
the
will see people with their own
tend to hold on to their public of problem families and
if the dwellings and even loess them project's visibility to the public
problems, even
development is surrounded by onto their children. If a family but because they often lawn
surrounding
relatively affluent neighbor&
makes more money,the rent is the opposition of
Huttman suggests two---Tafaed scoordingry;--ise.ting a residents to the placement of ,
solutions - broadening. the healthy hiaance of inoome public housing in nonslum
oconorn c base of public group,.

ostilhly to hougingprojects

CAME RAtiq,

WASHINGTON (UPII- said they would feel happier if
the project were in a slum area,
Public housing, an idea born
of the best intentions, has nearer friends and familiar
aurroundings, rather than in a
fallen on hard times.
-By IRVING 1134.
middle class area where
providing
of
concept
The
AP Newsfeatures
from neighbors
decent, low-cost housing for resentment
waa bight.
Let's accentuate the positive
I'6- I r-fainflitra now'Is catching
in photography by reporting
Managers hit
criticm from all sides Project managers earned
other way for camera fans to
tenants and outsiders.
their share of criticism. "They
add an uplifting note in their
Families who live in public have the right to come in
communities. The idea comes
toer
are
they
housing often claim
house when they hie. You
from one of my good readerto nosy landlords and have to tell them everything,
prey
corres_kondents in . Singh Daresented by better-off neigh- just like welfare," one woman
kota: J.W. (Tony) Sikorski,
bors. Those outside the said.
president of the Sioux Falls
projects see them as havens for
Camera Club
juvenile delinquents and a
The club has an arrangement
drain on their own property
with the Sioux Valley tlospital
STATEMENT OF REVLNUES and EXPENDITURES (COMPARATIVE)
values.
in Sioux Falls to provide it With
some
for
cure
the
short,
In
For Years 1971 and 1970
a fresh group of 20 to 25 slides
has been worse than the
every six months The program
disease.
CITY OF MURRAY. KENTUCKY
started about four years ago.
These observations emerge
From the slides submitted,
from a variety- of surveys
A.W. Scarbrough, personnel disociologist
sum:neater;
rector of the hospital. selects
E.D. Mittman in a recent
Year Ended December 31„
about six from which 8 x 10
issue of City Magazine.
color prints are made. They are
Bitumen, a sociologist at
1,7 0
1.9 71
the Hayward campus of
chosen on the basis of being
REVENUES
California Stite College,
-peaceful" or "restful." The
reported especially hostile
prints-are displayed in the hos- -IT GIVES YOU A LIFT just to look at she picture. It has
7b2,528.78--250006:76
Taxes - Property, Poll and Penalties
reactions from real estate
pital lobby and waiting room to warmth, tenderness, human interest ... and good camera
,052
53
30.166.85
,
agents. This group pictures
- Franchise
"
soothe'somewhat the distraught techntque. A photo like this in a hospital waiting room might
public housing tenants as
people who are likely to be relieve someone's tension and bring a le% moments
spineless ingrates who have
present.
ot pleasure.
Y7t.)Its ClIft
found a nest within 'govern_The hospital pays_los_lbe an,
people
ment
compounds'
largements. done through local Falls Camera club. because to be fair, officials permit non69;059:66who do not have the American
69,322.0gPrivilege Licenses
sources. Each color print on Tony -Sikorski notes. in .anothet.
residents orQueens to compete.
and buy their
to
_
101,817.30
display has a card with picture letter. that the_.city librarian -But there is a penalty: No en- abilities go out
Auto Permits
owp homes.
36,401.96
title and the name of the pho- has agreed to display a black tries are accepted by mail.
34,787.93
Court Fines
Public housing dwellers
Police
in
easel
an
on
print
white
tographer who made the slide, and
Non-residents must come to surveyed in several cities had
222
11
17
Perking. Mete rs
The original slides are re- the lobby of their new library. Queens to .take their pictures - mixed reactions eon their
6,870.00
6,662.50
Cemetery Lots
,turned. of course,- and when the The Pieihee w4I
'
' 'cheated' no they -niter also conies-a situations. Two-thirds of those
2,891.70
4,672.86
display is changed. the color monthly.
submit their entries to any li- polled in San Francisco said
Building Permits
And other libraries or civic brary unit ... in Queens.
2,055.13
prints being replaced also are
2,710.40
now
than
off
better
were
they
Lot
Parking
centers might like to know
-given to the photographers.
That technique, in photo par- in their previous housing. But
132,357.05
138,932.15
Sanitation Department
Here, then, is a practical ap- about the photo contest cate- lance, is called 'double ex- they resented the bad name of
32,293.71
perInsur.asce
plication of photography which gory with a -documentary
posure.' Usually it's an error., •the Pro/445 alleged Police
3,242.00
is mutually beneficial: to the pose"
scone harassment and vandalism by
produces11 -being-nm by rnric'elki'Thurnowadays if
City Park Fees
sometimes.
people who see the pictures; to Queens-Borough public library offbeat resole and,
3,310.00
youths.
Equipment
Used
of
Sale
the hospital whiciPlets phottr system in New York City. Their a winner.
,Syracuse, N.Y.. residents
39.38
Miscellaneous
displays economically; • to the - slogan is, "Don't just take pichistory!"
photographers who get a larger tures; record
644,710.49
695,147.56
, appreciative audience and a • - Contestants are -advised -to
Total Revenues
color print; and to the camera focus on Queens landmarks,
club whose members enrich the historic buildings and areas
Less: EXPENDITURES - By total as shown on
community through photogra- which may disappear or change
628,8L6.86
697,554 58
will
which
Page 3 (Exhibit A)
developments
or new
phy.
While Mr. Scarbrough feels be'part of the borough's history
that color prints attract more by the year 2001. All entries
15.893.63
(2,407.02)
Excess of Cash Revenues over Expenditures
LOUISVILLE, Ky.-Already Retrievers
attention on hqspital walls, must be documentedwith exact
(Flat-Coated),
the nation's richest dog show,
some consideration might be location and date when taken.
Retrievers (Golden), Spaniels
(10,000.00)
Club's
(Decrease) or Increase in Notes Payable
given in other areas and other
The contest's practical na- the Louisville Kennel
( American Water), Spaniels
offer
will
event
facilities to black and white dis- ture is emphasized also with its winter all-breed
(Cumber), Spaniels (Field),
39.80
plays in 11 x 14 and 16 x 20 two other categories: Library- still more money prizes this
96.59
Excess of Retirement Plan Deductions over Payments
Spaniels (Sussex) and Spaniels •
size..-It would eliminate the cost in-Action and Library News year.
Basset
-Springer).
(Welsh
and the time -needed to make Events. In. the first, subject
Cash prizes won at -the 1971
2 30f 408240.83
Plus: GENERAL FUNDS, begin's-Jig- of year.
erilOr prints and extend the use -matter would-show peopterosing show exceeded ;3,500. The total Hounds. Doberman Pinschers 4----_
-of prints previously entered in the local library facilities for- award this February 27 should and Giant Schnauzers.
Hamilton,
Evelyn Lakes,
8,240.83
club or salon competitions-5.930.40
-re,eat ch. education and recrea- exceed $5,000, club officials
Balance, GENERAL FUNDS, end of year (*)
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might
Public service
estimate.
Charles C. lapschultz, Oak
be arranged for'libraries,
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tog homes, youth:mend-senior grams at the eentralitbrary or
show and $50 for first ht am*
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man Wirehaired), Setters
25.00
Some steps in this direction - have a separSte classi- divided: $25 for second prize;
Petal Cash
Setters Gordn,1
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4:30 Sports.
630 Dragnet
6:30 Telt-Truth
7:00 Brady,
700 Sanford
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7:30.Patridge .
:3e "Chrism:dog41,410 Nam.
11:00 Room 222
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10 30 Cavett
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12:00 Movie
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Parks for the state of Kentucky,
-- Slacks
NE NEVER HEARD OF...
•
Gable has a wide background in
'8-4
Reg.
3
.•..••• .•
r ..••.
business and civic affairs. A •
Stanfard-Univinattygraduate in •
.••••Air, D.C.
Price
•'
••
Reg.6.rc.O..u. $291••
'
Industrial Engineering, be •
.•
•
u•
100% olyester aU*eae
serves al a Regional Vice •
•
•k
President ortlie--, Kentucky .i .'Db1n
• '. o 1e i
!"Chamber of Commerce, and as
•••••••••••••••••••••••••ii“
a Director of the Kentucky Coal
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Association. He is a member of
the Board of the Kentucky Blue
Shield- health care plan and
serves as a Trustee of the
George Peabody College for
Teachers in ,Nashville,
Tennessee. He has been an
officer and director of -various
local civic organizations, and in
1969 was named by the Kentucky Jaycees as one of the
"Three Outstanding Young
Men" in the state.
In business activities, Gable
has served as an officer or
director of a coal company, a
railroad, a lumber compiuty,an
automobile dealership, a bank
and a natural gas distribution
company.
Long active in Republican
politics, Gable served in 1971 as
State Finance Chairman for the
Kentucky
gubernatorial
campaign of Republican
nominee Thomas Emberton.
Gable was also active in the
election campaigns of U.S.
Senator Howard -H. Baker(RTenn.).
Gable is married to the former Emily B. Thompson of
West Hartford, Connecticut,
and they have three children.
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753-1916

AKC REGISTERED Apricot BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
Poodle puppies, male and for rent or sale. Rent applies to
female. AICC registered Apricot purchase. Lonardo Piano Co.,
Poodle stud service. Phone 753- across from Post Office, Paris,
J28C
3050.
.131C Tennessee.
One 28"x55" wood window. One
door. One 36"x6'8" aluminum
stoem door. One 32" wood door
One 28"x55" wood windown. One
33"x55" storm window. One set
tire chains. One Clinton chain
saw. One small coal stove. One
35,000 BTU gas stove. One 40,000
BTU gas stove with blower. One
20,000)3TU gas heater. Phone 7534661.
ITC

I

Phone 753-3000
The Telephone Geni

$200.00 REWARD for information
leading to arrest and conviction
of thieves who robbed house near
Irvin Cobb highway. Among
items stela,' were skill saw, 220
electric heater and a box of
Phone Lestel

Before 5:00 p.m.
or

753-7278

Large
2baths
extras.
apprec

Between 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. In The
Evening
If you know your route
boy's number, please call
him first. If you get no
results then call John
Pasco , Jr. at the above
Member during the hours
listed

AT 304
window
carPe
•

Tried Our
ACTIVE TWO bedroom 10'x50' •
mobile home. Carpet, built-in HOT KINGFISH SANDWICH?
electric stove,sliding glass doors
"It's the best in the West"
in Hying room. Good condition.
$.78 Here or Go.
Phone 753-8558 after 5:30 p.m. F
7534953 TRIANGLE INN

A

NEED RIDE to and- frome:.
Paducah, Monday-Saturday, ,
leave Murray 7:00 a.m., leave;
Paducah 5:00 p.m., Saturday.
12:00 p.m. Phone 7674105. J23C.

Is
CEDAR
with lo
ar_Citind
must
TEN A

of Uncl
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NAPLES, Italy UPI! - SMALL FARM: good location;
Place your elbow on a cushion businesii or future investment.
while trying on gloves and you One mile
East Murray, apWill buy the wrong size, ac- proximately 10
acres pasture.
cording to the National
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
• Association
of
_Italian
Cozy alder
7 roam house,
Glovemakers. .
modern. For appointment call,
When the elbow is down
ivy
4314173.and the hand up,enougg gkeid
--drains out of the hand to
change its measurement by a
CARD OF THANKS
half-size or even three-quarters
of a size, the manufacturers
The family of Verble Taylor
say.
would like to take this means of
They advise shoppers to expressing our appreciation to all
put on the glove, then press the
of our friends which shared with
hand, palm down, on the
us the loss of a wonderful
countertop. If it fits then, it
husband and dad. May God bless
should not split when subjected to normal wear and tear. each of you with good health and

happiness always.
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e/t4/

0 BED
Plex,
at and

.•... •47

Phone 763-3000
The Telephone Geni

Giving q hand
to glove buyer

Avv, I 51-101.;LDN'.- NAN,E
13EEN O 1A1E, ON POOR
Q. SAREtE. i4E NEED'
FOOL) TO rONCTION

•
•

Coats • .
.-

,..••

FO

1TP

WANT TO BUY

ANN -ARBOR, Mich
CPI - Diagnosing disease
and determining sex before
birth. are now possible with a
dramatic new technique called
"amniocentesis... It is a
painless, almost fool-proof
method
of
performing
laboratory tests on the amniotic, water-like fluid that
surrounds the fetus. A team of
scientists at the University of
Michigan Medical Center here
is one of seven in the nation
- studying the subject with the
help of funds from the
National Institutes of Health.

WANT TO BUY plow for Ford
tractor, 3 point hitch. Phone 753J31NC
3830.
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6 Let it stand
7 Fruit seed
Compass point . •
1 Sodium chloride
4 Fasteners ..
9 Greek letter
9 Uncooked10 Be ill
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Unbind
19
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3
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21 River in Italy
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25 New Zealand
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)
24 Roasted
bird
49lint of Siamese
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28 Limb
26 Babylonian hero 42 Printer's
-30 Roundness
50 Music
measure
27 Units of force
32 Expires '
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45 Juncture
29 Tableland
34 Click beetle
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31 Measure o
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47 Limb
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Tho Colonials

4

CH. 3

CH. 4

CH. 5

WSIL

WSM

WLAC

7:15 The Life
7:45 The Story
Phelps Bros.
i15
:
:30 O. Roberts
:00 Gospel Hour
10:00 Bullwinkle
10:30 Maka-Wlsh
11:011 Dragon
11:30 Dbl. Deckers
12:00 Directions
12:30 Is.,./8 Ans.
1:00 Basketball 2:30
Sportsman
4:30 A. Williamstieeis 6:00 Wild Kingdom
6:30 Your Lift
7:00 FBI
5:00 Movie
10:43 News
11:00 movie

7,05 Report
7:15 Digest
7:30 Tomorrow
11:30 Discove0y
9:00 Truth
9:30 The Life
10:00 Worship
10:30 Is-Written
11:00 _Bugaloos
11:30 Wizard
12:30 Star Trek
1:30 Movie
3:00 Holocaust
4:00 Gidget
3:00 Robin:
5:30 New;
6:00 News
6:30 Disney
7:30 J. Stewart
8:00 Bonanza
9.00 Bold Ones
10,00 News
10:30 Tonight

7:00 Zoorama
7:30 Jubilee
COO Tipton -8:30 Goalies
9:00 Special
9:30 0. Roberts
10:00 FMA
10,00 Faith
10:30 Services
11:30 Nation
12:00 Reports
12:30 Outdoors
1:00 Skinner
1:30 W. C. Field
400 Kid Tails .
4:30 Animal World
SAX 40 Minutes
6:00 News
6:30 Movie
11:307 Cade's Co.
9:30 Big Valley
10:30 News
10•
.yl

CH. 1
viPSD
9:30 Truth
10:00 Close-up
10:30 Gospel
11:00 Doolittle
11:30 Dep. Dawg
12 :00 Meet-Press
12:30 Close-up 1:00 Lou &Moore
1:30 Movie
2:45 Phys. Mut.
3:00 Holocaust
4:00 Special
4:30 Ky. Afield
5:00 Comment
5:30 Nesiis
4:00 News
6:30 Disney
7.10 J. Stewart
11:00 Bonanza
9:00 Bold Ones
10:00 News
10:30 Movies

CH. 8
WSIX
6:30 Worship
7:00 Gospel
7:30 Tomorrow
8:00 Bible
Class
8:30 Stooges
9:30 Doubledeckers
10:00 Make Wish
1000 Bullwinkle
10:30 Make-Wish
11:00 Quest
11:30 Lancelot
12:00 Conference
12:30 Soul-City
1:00 Basketball
3:30 Sportsman
4:30 Golf
bourn
6:00 Outdoors
4:30 Movie
8,00 Movie
10:00 Persuaders
11:00 News
11 7 30 Gospel
Hr

CH. 12
KFVS
7,00 Answer
5-00 Tom & Jerry
8.30 Goalies
9:00 Revival
9:30 Look Up
10:00 Camera 3
10:30 Nation
11:00 Lamp Unto
11.30 This is the
Life
12:00 Glory Road
12:30 Lester Fam.
1:00 NHL Hockey
3:30 NFL action
4:Q0 Kid Salk.
4:30 Animal World
5:00 60 Minutes
6 - 00 Lassie
6:30 Movie
8:30 Cadet Co
9.30 Forum
10:00 News
10:30 Virginian

CH. 29
WDXR
7 30 Film
8:00 Gospel Music
8.30 Bible Baptist
9:00 Temple
10.00 Consultation
10 : 30 Gospel Music
11:30 Movie
1:00 Outer Limits
2:00 Rodeo
3:00 Sea Hunt
3:30 Victory at Sea
4.00 High 8 Wild
4:30 Untamed
World
5:00 Saint
5:57 News
6:00 W. C
Field
7:27 News
7730 Movie
9:35 Weather
9:40 News .
9:50 Sports
10:00 Movie
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FOR RENT

•••••••••• •••••••••
FOR RENT

wog won
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TWO BEDROOM house with bath
block from University, $400.00 apartment, wall to wall carpet, in Hardin, Kentucky. Phone 753J28C
per semester plus utilities for two central heat and air. Phone 753- 4661.
F2C
students. Phone John Pasco, Jr., 4331.
TFNC
APARTMENT;
75347278.
FURNISHED
TWO BEDROOM furnished three rooms, bath, private enapartment, available now. Nice, trance and garage. Prefer one
0 BEDROOM unfurniihed
J28C
AILER, THREE miles from must see to appreciate. $80-00 person. Phone 753-1293.
plea, fully carpeted, central
after
plus
Phone
utilities.
75$-8298
bedrooms,
Three
Murray.
Built-in
stove.
at and air.
TWO bedroom mobile
753-4478 or 753-9135. TFC electric heat. Phone 753-7856 or 5:00, Monday thru Friday, NICE
home, two Miles South of Murray
F2C anytime Saturday and Sun753-6231.
J29C on 641. Electric heat. Phone 753day.
J31C
4645 after 4:00 p.m.
URNISHED ONE bedroom TWO BEDROOM house with
artment. Prefer couple or bath. Natural gas heat, carpeted 2 BEDROOM HOUSE with ga
ys. Utilities furnished, gas living room. Located Almo heat, near Panorama Shores. FURNISHED HOUSE for college
J29C Phone 436-2266.
J31C Heights. Phone 753-6203.
t. Phone 753-3143.
IF( boys or girls. Phone 753-3040.331C

ailable. For information
tact Bruce Thomas at Federal
vings and Loan, Main Street in
ay or phone 753-7921. TFC

•

ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL 1E-STATE FOR SALE

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

1EalliR7E OFFICE space FURNISHE15-ATARTMENT one • TWO BEDROOM furnished

41'
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••
•
•
•
Small •
Boys •
•
hirts •
•
•
•
•
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FOR RENT OR SALE

FIVE ROOM farm home, full
basement, running water, garden, large shady lot, located on
paved road, 31
2 miles East of
/
Murray. Phone 753-1665.
J28C
31

31

1971 MOBILE HOME, 60'x12',
located in Symsonia. Two full
baths, fully carpeted. Phone
Symsonia 851-3325 after 4:00
F3C
p.m.
Di•112411

3f1

WHISKS
Are Potaon

TuMiris
Eat YOsAf Herne

log •

11214% isi

"
-1
'
"

**AC144*-Carry Germs

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Due to our many recent Sales we need new
types of propj
,e.
Trifings on ail-

.•

GOOD BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Roberson's Hth-Burger
on S. 4th St. Good terms to right party. Good yearly business.
Bar-B-Q pit. Serving all types of meals. Call for details.

4
SALES & 'Ser. A
urray, Ky., C.144.11r
310.-2468, Far- A
ky.

KINGSWOOD-THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER
house on corner of Camelot and Ford Road. All built-ins, two
baths, central heat and air, two car garage.On good size lot.
- Must see. $28,000.00.

you .
iur Paper

2 miles East of Hwy. 94
/
10 ACRES ON BLACK TOP ROAD. 11
on Faxon Road. Has 3 bedroom brick and frame. Real nice
and priced at $21,000.

no...

INCOME PROPERTY ON LARGE CORNER lot at 800 Olive
St. Four bedroom and 2 bath frame home. 4 completely
'furnished apartments with bath and carpet.

1916
5:00 p.m.
Or

14

7278
6:00 p.m.
p.m. In The

.

8

• ;your route
, please call
f you get no,
n call John
at the above
mg the hours

to and from4
nday-Saturday,
7:00 a.m., lea ve4$;
p.m., Saturday.
e 767-6105. J28C4

-esterday's Puzzle

lot 110 x 150.
EXTRA FINE HOME IN KINGSWOOD ONPella
Windows,
air.
and
heat
central
brick
Large 3 bedroom
many
Has
deck.
redwood
2baths,all built-ins, garage. Large
see to
must
You
home.
his
for
contractor
a
by
Built
extras.
appreciate. $37,500.

COTTAGE , AT PANORAMA SHORES, 1 bedroom, large
family room. Real sharp. $15,000.
CEDAR POINT ROAD NEAR AURORA. 4 bedroom brick
'with lots of built-ins. On 3 acrca about 300 feet from year
around water. House has 2 bath?, carpet and draperies. You
must see to appreciate. Priced at only $35,000.

WELL LOCATED ON MARtrisi -CHAPEL ROAD. Good
2 acres. Reduced to
/
aluminum siding, 3 bedroom house on 11
$19,950.

CHOICE LOCATION OF LYNN GROVE HIGHWAY just
mile west of city limits. Eleven rooms. Central heat. Stock
barns and 3 car garage. This is a lovely home. You must see
to appreciate. Lot is 200' x 373'. Call to see this.
NEW BRICK DUPLEX. 2 BEDROOMS EACH SIDE, 1
carpeted, central heat and air. Showers and washer-dryer
hook up. One apartment rented. You can move right in to the
other. Only $25,000.
ON 121 SOUTH. 8 MILES FROM Murray. 60 acres and nice
brick home. Call for appointment to see. Priced to sell.
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NEARLY NEW THREE BEDROOM BRICK on 'Williams
Avenue. Near MSU, Robertson and New Hig4 School. Has
central. heat and air, all built-ins, two baths, carpeted,
garage. $27,500.

GIRL Scout
BEAUTIFUL WOODED LOT WEST OF THE
availahle in
loSs
woodefl
few
the
of
One
St_
Sharpe
on
Cabin
$11,950.
only
and
200'
x
the city limits. 100'

LOVELY 3"BEDROOM BRICK IN MEADOW Green Acres.
2 baths and carpeted throughout. $28,500.
/
11
2.11

IN CIRCARAMA NEW THREE BEDROOM BRICK on Earl
court. Has two baths, built-ins, central heat and air, garage.
Close to shopping. Carpeted. Only $25,000.

AT 304 WOODLAWN.3 BEDROOM BRICK,draperies, storm
i; windows and doors, carport. Lot size 80' x 160'. Living room
carpeted. $19,000.

LOVELY 2 BEDROOM BRICK ON CORNER LOT. Plenty of
built-ins. Convenient to shopping. Located at 1399 Johnson
Blvd. - $25,500.

49 Confedeiate
general
49 Unit of Siamese
currency
50 Music
as written
52 Recent
53 Pedal d git
55 Saint (abb.)

LOVELY FOUR BEDROOM COLONIAL at 500 North 7th
Street. Has double garage, two baths, all built-ins, family'
room and also nice basement recreation room with fireplace.
Also fireplace in living room. Has dining room and nice
carpet.

NEWLY LLSTED, ONE OF THE best lots in Murray. On
Keenland Drive between 16th and 17th Streets.

INVESTMENT PROPERTY. THE CLAUDE ROWLAND
farm on Utterback Road. just west of 641 No. About 1
miles from city limits. 28 acres and 3 bedroom frame house.
Fine to develop. $32,000.

9

2 story frame
/
29 ACRE FARM ON HWY. 94 WEST with 11
house, ka mile of highway frontage. Horse stable, chicken
house,and fenced for cattle. 15 acres of woods-Priced right
$15,900.

, EXTRA GOOD CLEAN UP SHOP. A 2 car shop, well
equipped on lot 100 x 250 on S. 4th St. Priced ki ae11.

TEN ACRES ON 641 SOUTH. ADJOINS city limits just South
of Uncle Jeff's.

4

1115 FMRLANE DRIVE-Perfect location-4 bedroom brick
2 baths, 2
1
veneer, All built-ins, central heat I Gas) and air, 2/
car garage,and built on a large lot. $45,000.

OTHER LAKE PROPERTY ALL ALONG THE Lake. Lots
and houses in a wide price range.
NICE 4 BEDROOM BRICK WITH 11
2 BATHS, garage,
/
range, refrigerator, washer, dryer and drapes. Also 2 air
conditioners. Retiuc.ed to $23,000.
63 ACRES OF GOOD FARM LAND WITH year around creek.
Plenty of black top frontage. Fish ponds, tobacco, and corn
bases. About 8 miles N. E.of Murray. Owner retiring and has
priced to sell. $17,000.
LARGE. COMMERCIAL-LOT-ON-Mt-South across from
Holiday Inn. 150 feet street frontage and very deep. Ideal for
most any business. Call about this.
2 MILE OFF OF 94 East.
1
POTTERTOWN ROAD. ABOUT /
Frame house with basement. 3 bedrooms on 3 acres. City
water. A bargain at $14,000.
NEW BRICK 3 BEDROOM HOME ON HWY. 893, two and
one half miles South of Lynn Grove. Lot 120 x 250. Immediate
possession. $21,000.
IN KINGSWOOD. A NICE 3 BEDROOM brick home with
central heat and air. 1..ots of built-ins. Fine location. A really
good buy at $25,500.
IN LYNN GROVE ON 120 x 322 LOT. Brick veneer 3 bedroom
modern home. Large storage building in back of lot. A lovely
home. $20,500.

TWO AND ONE HALF MILES N.W. OF KIRKSEY. 84 acres
farm with 70 acres tendable. 3 bedroom frame house, several
outbuildings. A really good buy at $26,500.

4 BEDROOM BRICK AT 1702 COLLEGE FARM ROAD.
Lovely new carpet.

NICE 3 BEDROOM BRICK AT 1711 COLLEGE Farm Road.
All built-ins including refrigerator with ice maker. Priced to
sell. $22,500.

CORNER 16TH STREET AND KIRK WOOD DRIVE - Three
bedroom brick veneer house. Two baths and beautiful hardwood floors. A real fine buy at $23,500.00.

NICE FOR A COUPLE. AT 520 SOUTH 7th. Street is a newly
painted and fully carpeted home. Gas heat and air conditioner. Priced to sell - $8,500.

DEEP WOODED LOT AND A 3 BEDROOM brick home at
1509 Sycamore. Central heat and air. Two fireplaces. Newly
decorated and new carpet. - $23;000.

Guy Spann Realty
Member of Multiple Listings
Phone 753-7724
901 Sycamore St.
Nite Phones: Guy Spann - 753-2587
Louise Baker - 753-2409
Prentice Dunn - 753-5725
Onyx Ray - 753-8919 Jack Persall - 753-8961
Buddy, Sykes - 753-465
Glenn Wilcox - 75.3-2761

AUTOS FOR SJAA.E

SEE THE SMALL
CAR EXPERT
at
604 S. 12th St.

753-7114

FORA DEAL ON A
BETTER USED eAR If
MsFord Fairisne,4 door bine, 211 V4indomatic1,11.09a_
heater-,34,000 nilles,new tires,sold new in
005.45
Murray

•*iv
•

AUTOS FOR SALE

Datsun 510 Wages, blue, 4 speed, sir conditioned,
01411.011
radio,luggage rack,

Protect Your Home!
_

Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round . . . Winter and Summer

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
and
Pest COntrol
100 S 131h-Slie-e1Murray, Ky.
Phone 753 3914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Yeats
Licensed by State of Kentucky
r Member Chamber of Commerce
BUUDOTER WORK, trucking,
AUTOS FOR SALE
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or 1968 PONTIAC GTO, double
TFC power, vinyl roof, and bucket
04161 after 6:00 p.m.
seats. Very good condition.
TAX SERVICE. Leave records $1295.00. Also 1971 Vega, low
for fast preparation. Government mileage with air. Phone 753trained. Reasonable rates. Phone 1222.
J31P
753-2959 or 436-5430. February7C
1971 FORD STATION Wagon,
INTERIOR PAINTING. Free Country -Squire LTD, automatic
estimate. Work -guaranteed. Can transmission, power steering,
furnish „references. Phone 753- brakes and windows. Stereo
- TEC
.. _
J31C
radio. Phone 753-3078.
INTERIOR, EXTERIOR
painting; any size job. All work
guaranteed. Use -first quality
paint. Free estimate. Call Steve
February 28(
Todd,753-8495.

1970 CORVETTE; 12,000 miles,
one owner, excellent condition.
Two tops. 5-50 warranty. Phone
Fancy Farm 623-8303 or 623J31P
4692.

HARRY'S --ELECTRIC!!!
Rewiring, Service Changes,
Electric HeatSpecialist. No job is
too small. Reasonable rates. 1108
Sycamore. Phone 7532967.
February 15C

1968 CAMARO Super Sport, mag
wheels.. Excellent condition.
J29C
$1300.00. Phone 753-2882.
NICE 1968 Chevelle, 327
automatic, 42,000' miles, $1250.01).
Phone Joel Griffin,437-4167. J29C

WOMAN WANTS live in job as
companion to elderly person or 1969 CORVETTE COUPE.
couple. References available. Orange side pipes, one owner,
Phone 489-2364.
J29C $3000.00. Phone 492-8612 or 4.92*
:D1C
8722.
WILL BABYSIT in • your hon.*
daily or by the week. Phone 753,j29p •
5297 after 4:00p.m.
FOR SALE
BARBER ONE RACK ladies blouses and
HORNBUCKLE'S
Shop,213 Spruce Street, open 9:00 slacks, price. Settle Worka.m. till 5:00 p.m., Monday man.
J29c
through Saturday. Haircuts $1.00.
TFNC
Boy's haircuts 5.75.
IF CARPETS look dull and drear,
remove spots as they appear with
back
SEPTIC TANK cleaning,
Blue Lustre. P.ent electric
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753shampooer Si. Big K, Belaire
TFC
5933.
J29C
Shopping Center.
FOR ALL your home additions,
alterations, remodeling, etc. GOING OVERSEAS!!! 1963
Corvair ; Oak dining table with
Free Estimates. Phone 753Pedestal; fully equipped 10
TFC
6123.
allon aquarium. Phone 753-7828
J29C'
or 753-9388.
HET WANTED

1967 Chevrolet ImpaliacWor-harcTiop,*Wir
vinyl top, power steering and Iseakeknfreina--- -MIA
ciitioned.
1968 Chevrolet Camaro, Gold with black vinyl top, per
Sport, V-8, radio, automatic in console, new " glass
$11195.00
belted tires.
1971 Datum Piek Up,red, 15,000 miles, radio and heater, 4
MK.*
speed,Gas Saver.
top,
vinyl
white
with
blue
1971 Datsun 1200 Fastback, dark
4 speed,radio, air conditioned, 14,000 miles, We sold-It
$2105.01
new.
1971 Datum 510, 2 door, orange with black vinyl top.
Automatic, 7,000 miles,factory tape player, mag style
92095.99
wheel covers. We sold it new.
1971 Datum Pick Up,blue with camper topper,four speed,
$2095.64
radio, 7,000 miles. Local car.
1970 Rambler Hornet, .two door, 6 cylinder. Red,
- automatic, radio, heater,*000 miles. One
owner.
$1595.00
1971 Opel Wagon, white, radio, heater, 4 speed, air con111106.00
ditioned,5,000 miles,like new
1971 Datsun 510 Wagon, gold, radio,teeter, automsUcr,AM-FM radio, mag style wheel covers, air con$2495.80
ditioned, luggage rack. We sold it new.
1961rfhevrolet, 4 door, blue;11-6111KOMatIe, air con$11115.06
ditioned,localcar,good mechanically
1968 Ford LTD Wagon, 10 pasOnger, air, power steering
$1795.06
and brakes
1964 Chevrolet Pick-Up, green, V-8, clean

$795.00

1971 Datsun 1200 Fastback, dark blue,4 speed,
radio

$1795.00

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun
* Open Evenings TIE 8:00 *
S. 12th Street
FOR SALE

Phone 753-7114
FOR SALE

2 to 4, AKC TOY Poodles. Two males,
/
GIRL'S LOAFERS,Sizes 81
ideal for school, L2 price. Settle one female. Six weeks old. Phone
J 28P
J29C 753-9869 after 4:00 p.m.
Workman.
969 HONDA 350 Scrambler, low 1970 HONDA 450: Phone 753-4482
J28C
J31C after 6:00p.m:
mileage. Phone 767-2032.

ALUMINUM
PLATES
23-1/16x35"
.009 Thick
These plates are perfect
for siding or roofing
barns, for placing
around bottom of
mobile homes to keep'
out the wind and snow,
and for many other
uses such as
"building out"
mice or rats.

BOY'S SHOE Sale. Regular
$5.99. Sale $3.99. Regular $4.99.
Sale $2.99. Settle Workman. J29C
1970-1Tx60' MOBILE HOME.
Includes patio, awning, underpenning, metal storage
building, air conditioning, carpeting and utility room. Reduced
to $4,900.00. Phone 7534964 after
J29C
4:00p.m.

FOUR DOLLARS an hour. Knapp
dress coats
Shoe part-time salesman earn BOY'S AND Girl's
coats, sizes ZT to 14
car
and
because
more
and
much
this
All children's
TWO SETS of aluminutn wincommissions are higher than years,one third off.
cent off. Settle
dows,. one set 100"x60", one set
ever. No investment! Free sportswear, 20 per
J29C
66"x36". Excellent condition.
equipment! Free training Workman.
329C
Phone 436-5848.
program! Interested? Write E.
M. Bistow, Knapp Shoes, CLEAN EXPENSIVE carpets
G(X)D USED refrigerator and
Brockton, Mass. 02401.
J29C with the best. Blue Lustre is
stove in very good condition. Will
Rent
favorite.'
America's
sell reasonable. Phone 753"DON'T FENCE me in." If that's shampooer $1. Murray Home &
J29C
1657.
J29C
Store.
Auto
the way you feel about a 9 to 5 job
Avon is for you. Avon
ORDER NOW for Spring 1972.
Representatives set their own
('all Stark Bros Salesman for
at
Call
hours, selling our famous
your needs. I will help yaa make
products in their spare time. Cal
your selection of fruit trees,
now: Collect before 8:30 a.m, o
shrubs and roses. Phone 7531964 Ford Econoline van
after 6:00 p.m. 365-9424 or writ
6051.
J29C
103 N. 4th St.
will be sold to highest
Mrs. Janet Kunick, Route 2, Box
bidder March 1 by
Murray, Ky.
1361, Princeton, Ky. 42445. J29C
1970 MODEL 350 cubic inch
Calloway Co. Fire-Rescue.
Chevrolet motor with 300 heads.
Bidding,is open and may be
See Sherrill Hicks or call 753-8288
made by mail to P.O. Box
"FOR A really good job in sales.
FLUFFY soft and bright are after 4110 p.m.
J29P
612 ar contact an officer of
phone Paducah,1-442-8323" 331C
.arpets cleaned with Blue lustre.
the squad. Terms are rash
Rent electric shampooer $1. PLOW FOR _Ford tractor, 3
point
on delivery within ten days
Begley Drug Store; Central hitch. Phone 753-3830.
UNIT & FOUND
J29C
after March 1. Proceeds of
• 129C
Shopping Center. .
sale will furnish warning
FOUND POSSIBLE hunting dog.
UPRIGHT PIANO, reel good devices and radios for new
ANTIQUE SLAY bed and pi
New Concord Highway. Phone
675.00. Phone 753condition,
emergency vehicle
.
- 128(
‘
safe. Phone 753-7327.
J28('
753-9349 after 5:00p.m.
J 28C
5020.

25' each

FOR SALE
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Midihipmen Object Aria Stiidents Wifilif Cleanup Usa—y-Contest
To New coeducation

(Editor's note: The following hand to preserve the natural
essays, written by Calloway beauty. We only have one
world,
County students are examples that's the Earth, and
we can't
of the winning essays in the buy another one at
muyay weinanl, chth Ahine Aere_ w_ Big K.452. the dime
ANNAPOLIST-Wir (APT
if we
ntita
- T athletics.
—
Citing tradition and prac-•
"Would girls box like we Town Cleanup Day" essay take care of this one, we will
beatifies, several members of have to?" Candalor wondered. contest.
have to do without another. If
the 4,000-man brigade of mid- -I got my nose bloodied doing
BY IZETTA JONES
we stand by and let trash be
shipmen at the U.S. Naval it, but would a girl?"
Ralph Waldo Emerson in Ida dumped and strew from
one end
Academy say they-don't want
-ftaberr siossenf
ian said he essay, "Experience", stated: 0‘the city to the other, then it
their school to go coeducation- doesn't take the nominations "Nature and Books belorit-th-1
1 -very pretty city in
al.
seriously. "It's not much more the eyes that see them". When I five or ten yeirs. Murray and
"It's completely irnpractic- than politicians trying to get see trash thrown into a stream Calloway County
should work
al,'' said Robert Hardy, 21, a their names in the newspaper," which once contained clear, together
toward a litter-free
senior from Columbus, Miss. said the 21-year-old senior from clean water, or when I see city and
county with beautiful
paper thrown carelessly on the countrysides
"The idea of this Place is to Atlanta, Ga.
and pleasant
train shipboard officers, but
side-wa
lks and on the streets, I surroundings for future
He suggested that if the Navy
tourism
there's nowhere women can decided women could benefit wonder if some people know and economy.
serve in the fleet yet."
what
"natur
e"
is.
Murray-is a
from the educational facilities
The prospect of women join- at the academy, girls could be I-beautiful- city, but if the people.
One person cannot dolt alone,
permit
tedto
attend classes of Murray
ing the brigade has become
and Calloway everyone must work together as
more than the campus joke it without formally joining the County can't see the natural a group.
once was. Sen. Jacob K. Javits, brigade,
I learned this rule in Home
beauty of Murray,then they will
R-N.Y., and
Rep. John
Sophomore Wayne Thornton not value it enough to take care Economics that "There is a
McDonald,R-Mich., have nom- , of Fairfax, Va., said his initial if it. When one loves nature and place for everything and
nated teen-age girls for aP- reaction to the nominations its beauty, then one values and everything in its place". If
pointment to Annapolis.
everyone went by this rule,
was, "Wow, fintastic!-but preserves it.
To a man, the future Navy then from a real side I knew it
Litter is a problem in all other there would be no problem of
officers interviewed at the can't happen."
cities and counties', but it litter in our city and county.
academy.said they do not think
People need to be educated
hve
a to be in Murray
Thornton, 19, pointed...HOdoesn't
W.,
„
the mission of the school and rigors of the freshman, or and
`-'41"uway Conntr:MtliTtrY" about the effects of litter on the
its physical layout-one dor- plebe, year when young men, and Calloway County are dif- future of our environment and
mitory-are geared for women. through a rigorous process of ferent. They are not just a
how important it is to have a
-I'd probably be in favor of it discipline, are changed into 'ItY and county; they. are our clean city. The only good city is
from the standpoint of making midshipmeh.
city and county.- Something a clean one,because people look
this_place niCer logo to, but
"I don't think there's any must be done now while litter is up_te a clean city. If we keep our
Cr and. county -Cleat, then
from the ataix*frit of training way a woman could survivC not yet a major problem, but
I don't think this place is set up plebe year from a physical minor nuisance.
peop e Warlindw Thai'wecare:'
for women,"said Lloyd Holz, a standpoint," Thornton stated.
We, in Murray and Calloway
Bill Vaughn in the Kansas
22-year-old senior from WM- One person who did favor the City Star summarized the whole County, must work together to
lenburg, Tea.
problem: "It is easier to insure us and posterity a really
admission of coeds was Capt.
' Mike Candaior; 21.'s sager liarry C. Duncan,- the senior organize a conference on the clean place to live. We must
from Johnsonburg, Pa.,said be chaplain.
environment than to stoop over clean up now so we will have a
felt it would be difficult to in"We'd be glad to have them and pick up a gum wrapper". clean future.
ingrate coeds into sad% ma-churefi'llie
- ffeer said. Many people in Murray and
By TERRY SMITH
cia. 00snPrograma as sum-.. "We're short of.sopranos in the Calloway County will readily
met sea "training an#1- 11- choir."
I, myself am purely for the
agree that steps need to be
'
taken to preserve the pattiraj Home Town Clean Up Day. As I
beauty of our area; but when mite I am not going to sit here
the actual work begins they are and say, "Now Look! This is
unwilling to do their share. This good and this is bad." I am
whole problem can
be going to present to you several
alleviated if each citizen facts. Then I will give you a
realized that when he throws closing statement.I believe that
down a peice of paper, no one if you think about what these
will be behind him to pick it up. facts mean to the city of
Uttering isn't confined to Murray and what the city of
-Murray mean to you and others.
individuals. Businesses
industries in our community are then the people of Murray will
guilty too. Dumping waste cooperate their fullest on Home
products in streams or leaving Town Clean Up Day.
The first fact is that more
the waste products around the
businesses themselves, con- people like a clean neat and
tributes to. the litter problem. friendly looking city. So it will
Not only do these practices become more populous and
destroy the natural beauty, but economically sound. This is
they
.detract from the because more jobs that are open
businesses themse/ves. will be filled and possibly more
_
Developed originally for Yamahas GP chamBusinesses and industries must business will be opened.
pions, the newly designed 5-port engine of
Secondly, Murray is a
cooperate in eliminating the
'
litter problem. I. don't think we beautiful city and although it is
the 350cc R5C makes this the most excitin
g
can blame litter on either in- not all wealth and glamour like
machine seen in years. AUTOLUI3E, big fadePalm Springs, Arizona or
dustries or individuals alone.
_
Beverly
Hills, California I don't
4People
have
a
tendenc
y
to
free brakes and Enduro styling lets you feel
cherish the beautiful things in think anyone would want the,
the thrills of the race circuit, in street clothes
life and to disregard the ugly. If beauty we have to be destroyed
.
we want our city and county to by trash.
PUT - IT TO THE TESTI
Thirdly, take a good look at
grow economically, to attract
visitors, tourist, and industries, the streets of Murray, pretty
$889
00
only
we must we every head and clean aren't they? Of course,
Includes tax and
with such a fine sanitation
license. insystem it has come to be just a
Mathematical chocolate
spection, freight
NEW YORK 1UPII - The practical thing. Throw your
and. setup.
It's a better machine
Aztec Indians, first ,people trash down. Let the sanitation
known to have consumed department pick it up. Now,
chocolate as a food, also used it think about this: Do
you think as a counting unit, the Chocolate we will always
have
such
a fine.
Information Council reports.
ion department? If
1816 Coldwater Rd.
Phone 753-8078 Rather than counting by tens u sanitat
wtdo,they used 20 as•median. Murray continues to grow as it For example: quantities up to 20 is now and if all careless people
were represented by dots; the go around dropping trash, in
next unit was a flag, repeated for twenty years it will be pretty
amounts up to 400; next, a fir sick. An approximate twenty or
tree, which signified up to 800. forty man sanitation force
The next unit - 8,000 - was (which is how big it
may be in
indicated by a sack because each twenty
years) can't pick up
sack of cocoa contained about
after a city that has 13,000
8,000 beans.
people now and is still growing.
1971 Oldsmobile 98,4 door hard top, vinyl top
If all Murrayans would participate in such an activity as
Zen, a Buddhist sect, teaches Home
1969 Oldsmobile Vista Cruises, Station Wagon, all power
Town Clean. Up Day
work,
"no
food
no
"
•
and air.
about every six months or every

year, trash wouldn't get out of
control.
Now for my closing thought.
The trash is there - all right. I
also think that when you go to
help clan 1113;y6trrel0Ifig to
realize it's there. That may or
should cause one to think twice
before one litters. Now when I
make these last statements you
should know
if you are guilty of
this ."crime." If you are not,
caution others about it. You
know it's going t° be a mess to
clean up. Remember this

though. You wouldn't have to
clean it up if you didn't put it
there! Murray used money to
buy trash cans so use those cans
for what they are made for!
-Stop 'making the world dirtyt
Don't leave the bottom of the
trash can clean! It doesn't need
tottal

..By BARBARA CAMPBELL
One day a little boy heard
someone say tomorrow is Clean
Up Day.The boy went home and
said Mother what is Clean Up

Da_y?_ Mother said you mean
Home-TOWn-Cliin
---UV-Day.
Well, Mother said it is when
everybody cleans up Murray. It
is like when big trucks come
and take your garbage and as
you know today is November 16,
1971. Tomorrow is Home-Town
Clean Up Day,. Tomorrow you
can help clean up.
That night the boy went to
bed. He dreamed of all the
things he could do on HomeTown Clean Up Day. He
-Wee a contest
dzeilf there
to tell what Home Town Clean
Up Day was he would say
Home-Town Clean Up Day is for

FRIDAY-JANUARY 28, 1972
you to clean up and before he
could --finish his dream, insMother woke him up.
When he woke up he thought:,
Home-Town Clean Up Day;'..'
Home-Town Clean Up Day,
Home-Town Clean Up Day, was:::
all through his mind. He got
and started to work, He wantee,s,
to make the whole town c1ean.7
First he helped his mother clean
the house. Then he went up and
down the street and before hi-knew it he had been all over tilt.
neighborhood. When he caniR.
home he had 10 sacks full
trash. Boy! A good Clean Up
Day that had been.

Savings It Loan Business
Has Great Growth
NOW WE'RE
200 BILLION DOLLARS STRONG.
ANDYOU HAVE A STAKE IN IT.
By NORMAN STRUNK,Executive Vice President,
United States Savings aultosiitkagut-

Because you are our business.
Eversincethefirst Savingsand Loan Association_
waafounded140 yearsago— VveNteeancentxated
maldng thiscoiintry abetter place in which tolive.
And we grew.
It took us132 years to reach our first $100 billion
in assets— and only eight years to reach the second
$100 billion.
In the process,we helped America grow:
We helped-make America a nation othonieowneis.
Thday,wefinance over half the homesin the country. j
Advance85% ofSavings and Loan resources to
home bilyers.
This generates neiv economic attiviey. New homes
mean new stores,schools,roads,factories,jobs.
New salaries,wages,profitsin your community.
Butit couldn't happen without you.Your confidence in us
makesit possible.
Thday,we are more strongly than ever committed
to keeping America the best-housed nation
in the workt-Brhiging a better standard of living for all
Americans.

'72 ROAD RACER IN
STREET CLOTHES

YAMAHA

We're doing a lot for America.We want to do more.

H&H Cycle Shop

1969 Oldsmobile 98, Luxury Sedan,all power and air, vinyl
roof..
4

1965 Oldsmobile 98,4 door haid toir, power and air
1965 Oldsmobile 88, power and air.
1964 Oldsmobile F 85, double power.
1870 Cadillac Sedan Deville, all power and air, vinyl roof.
1970 Cadillac Coupe Devine,all power and air, vinyl root

753-5273
Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

1967 Pontiac Grand Prix, convertible.

1965 Pontiac, double power.

1969 Ford LTD,power and air, vinyl roof.
1968 Buick Electra, 4 door hardtop, all power and air,
vinyl roof.

Sanders-Purdom
Main Street
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Staff:
Bruce Thomas, V.P. & Mgr.'
Bobby Grogan, Asst V.P.

Advisory Board
Members:
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Dr.' Ralph H.-Woods
Ph. W. R. "Bob" Perry
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Mr. Ronald W. Churchill

Weight-Watchers
Jai
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1967'Thunderbird,4 door, power and air, vinyl roof.
1967 Ford Gaiaxie 500, pover and air.

-
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Shirley Billington, Teller

1967 Pontiac Station Wagon, power and air.
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Helen Foley, Asst. Opns. Officer

1969 Pontiac Catalina', 4 door hard t6p, power and air.
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YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADtW1Th

PARKER FORD, Inc.
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Federal Savingsand Loan
Murray Branch

Diaphene-Forte
A pleasant way to
help decrease your
desire to eat

WALLIS
wit ITV

MURRAY

.

Main at 7th Street

DRUGS
6 COLJOITES.
\

Murray
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Ph. 753-7921

Phone IL 3 1272 KENTUCKY
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